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relief by the light tints' of the wall be
hind him. He certainly was not a
Contractor and Builder, handsome man, yet there were an ex
Practising Physician,
pression of manliness in the strong
TRAPPE, PA.
TRAPBE, Pa. Office at his residence, nearly
face and a suggestion of strength in
opposite Masonic Hall.
Contracts for all kinds of buildings executed. the broad shoulders and deep chest
Estimates cheerfully furnished.
9jan.
that never failed to attract and charm
Y. W EBER, 91. !>.,
one.
M.
A silence now fell upon the little
J J A R V E Y L. S H 0 9 I0 ,
group, and for some moments nothing
Practising Physician,
A ttorney-at-L aw ,
was heard except the crackling of the
EVANSBURG, Pa. Office H ours: Until 9
321 SWEDE STREET, NORRISTOWN.
pine logs upon the hearth. Then out
a. in.; 7 to 9 p. m.
At Residence, Royersford, after 5 p. m.
from the depths of an armchair In
Prompt attention given to all legal business. their midst came the remark:
A . KKlSESi, M.
Practices in State and United States Courts.
“I say, Tom, that last story of yours
Bankruptcy.
1-10
was awfully jolly, and that, but—er—it
H om eopathic Physician,
had no romance in it, you know.”
OOI.IiEOEVH.liE, Pa. Office Hours : Until 9 J1D W IN S. NYC’E,
Annerly looked up and smiled.
a. m.; 6 to 8 p, m.
“My dear fellow,” he languidly Inter
A ttorn ey-at- Law,
j B. H O R N IN «, M.
509 SWEDE STREET, NORRISTOWN, PA. posed, “my own’life has never contain
ed the slightest thread of romance.”
Keystone ’Plione No. 280.
‘None of that,” resounded from all
Practising Physician,
sides.
English and German.
6-9.
‘But If you really want a love story
EVANSBURG, Pa.
Telephone In office.
I’ll give you one secondhand,” he fin
Office Hours until 9 a. m.
MERKEL,
ished, apparently unmindful of the In
terruption :
Practical Barber,
p R . B. F. PLACE,
When I was in Geneva some weeks
(Successor to J. F. IIlick), COLLEGEVILLE,
PA. Having worked in some of the leading ago, I mgt an old acquaintance and fel
Dentist,
shops of New York, Philadelphia and Europe, 1 low tourist, Graf von Albnrg. We took
feel confident that I can please the most par
ticular in my line of business. Give me a trial opr supper together and grew quite
OUR. MAIN AND DeKALB STREETS
and be convinced.
8au3mconfidential over our cigars and chiantl
NORRISTOWN, PA.
afterward.
Booms 303 and 305. - Entrance, Main Street.
At first I was too much absorbed in
Keystone Telephone, No. 76.
Take Elevator.
P. SPARE,
the flood of recollections which our
s,
meeting called up to notice his reserve,
VJheap und R eliab le D en tistry.
Contractor and Builder, but
I soon saw that something was
1RONBRIDGE, PA.
weighing upon his mind. Curious to
Contracts taken for the construction of all find out what it was and debating with
kinds of bnlldings. Estimates cheerfully furn myself as to whether I should speak to
ished.
6aply.
him about it or not, the count suddenly
209 SWEDE ST., NORRISTOWN, PA.
looked up. He gazed at me in some
H. HAMER, M. D.,
hesitation for a little while and then
In active practice 20 years. The only place
where Pure Laughing G-as is made a specialty
said slowly:
for the P a in l e s s extraction of teeth ; 38,000 gal
“Annerly, I know well that I can rely
lons administered the past 6 years. Beautiful
H
om
eopathic
Physician,
Artificial Teeth Inserted. Charges Reasonable.
upon your Judgment, and I want your
English or German Language spoken.
COLLEGEVILLE, PA. Office Hours : Until advice. I am going to tell you my story
10 a. in., from 0 to 9 p. m. Special attention
and want you to weigh all the facts
given to ear, nose and throat diseases. 23au.
j^R. S. B . CORNISH,
carefully and then tell me what you
would do if you were In my place. Will
DENTIST,
S. KOONS,
you?”
F
.
OODI.EOEVII.DE, PA.
After a few seconds’ thought I an
SOHWENKSVIDDE, PA.,
swered “Yes.” There was a short pause,
First-class Workmanship Guaranteed ; Gas
dministered.
Prices Reasonable.
during which the count puffed furious
Slater and Roofer,
ly away at his cigar, and then he be
And dealer in Slate, Slate Flagging, Grey
R. FRA N K B RA N D R ETH ,
Stone, etc. Estimates furnished. Work con gan:
tracted at lowest prices.
lloct
“Not long ago I was tramping In the
(Successor to Dr. Ohas, Ryckman.)
Boehmerwald mountains and toward
evening found myself at Erlachan,
S. POLEY,
DENTIST,
which nestles against the precipitous
E
.
ROYERSFORD, PA. Practical Dentistry at
side of the tall Schneeberg. The ap
^ honest prices.
Contractor and Builder, proach to it is long and steep, and I
was well nigh exhausted with my
TRAPPE, PA.
G. HOBSON,
climbing, for I had made all haste to
Prompt and accurate in building construction. reach the village before darkpess set
Estimates cheerfully furnished.
5-23
In.
A ttorn ey-at-L aw ,
“It was, therefore, with a grateful
NORRISTOWN and CÔDDEGEVIDDE.
N. G, FINK BINER,
sense of relief that I entered the warm
All legal business attended to promptly. Flrstinn and, throwing a£ide my knapsack
ROYERSFORD, PA.
*las8 Stock Fire Insurance Companies repre
sented. At home, Oollegevllle, every evening.
(Formerly Cashier of the National Bank of and belt, sat down to the supper which
Royersford, successor to David Springer.)
was soon ready for me.
READ ESTATE AND INSURANCE: Mu
“My pleasure, however, was of short
FORWARD E. LONG,
tual and Stock Companies represented. Matur
ity of all policies written by Mr. Springer will duration, for hardly had I got warm
he carefully watched and cheerfully renewed at and begun to appease my hunger when
A ttorn ey-at-L aw ,
established board rates. Special attention to
Dlfe and Accident Insurance. Investments and a peasant entered the room and asked
and N o t a r y P u b l ic . Settlement of Estates a Doans. Notary Public.
10-3.
hurriedly for the Herr Doctor.
Specialty. Practices in Bankruptcy Courts.
“ ‘He left for Auvergne this very aft- .
O f f ic e : Corner Swede and Airy Streets,
opp. Court House. R e s i d e n c e : North Corner
ersoon,’ said the innkeeper, ‘but, dear
AINLESS
EXTRACTING,
Marshall & Stanbridge Streets, NORRIS P
heaven,’ he exclaimed in surprise as he
a s CENTS.
TOWN. PA.
saw the man totter and almost fall,
Our L atest Im proved M ethod.
'what Is the matter?’
^ EO. W. Z19I9IER9IAN,
Best Teeth, $5.00 " 'The people at Sena Julia have fall
G
en sick with the plague,’ but nature, so
A ttorn ey-at- L aw ,
Gold Crowns, 5.00 ■long repressed by the man’s force of
3WEDE STREET, rooms 0 and 7, Fornance
will, here asserted itself, and he sank
High Grade Work Only at
Building, NORRISTOWN, PA.
heavily Into a chair.
Reasonable Prices.
t Residence, Oollegevllle, every evening.
“ ‘Gott, he is dead; yes, dead!’ ejaeplated the terrified landlord.
TEETH
WITHOUT
PLATES.
rAYNE R . LON GMTRET H ,
“ ‘Dead! Nonsense! He has fainted,
ESTIMATES FREE.
for
I saw that it was merely a swoon.
CLEANING TEETH, 50c.
‘But where is this Sena Julia?1
A ttorn ey-at-L aw ,
Fitzgerald’s Dental Parlors,
“ ‘Sena Julia? Why, it is some six
t Notary Public. ::: No. 712 Croier Build
28 W. Main Street, Norristown, Pa. miles from here over the mountain
ing, 1420 Chestnut St., Phlla., Pa.
and might as well be a thousand such a
ong Distance Telephone. House No. 5928.
¡¿iT9 Open Evenines and Sundays.
night as this.’
5 member of the Montgomery County Bar.
“ ‘Nevertheless, there is but one thing
to do, and that immediately.’
1 KORGE N. CORNON,
“ ‘And that Is?’
G
“ ‘To go at once,’ I replied decisively,
A ttorney-at-L aw ,
To health and happiness is Scrofula—
a look of deep regret at the in
NO. « EAST AIRY STREET, CORNER OF
as ugly as ever since time immemorial. casting
DaKADB, in front of Veranda House and City
terior of the bright little inn, and sigh
It causes bunches in the neck, dis ing as I saw the pipes and ale which
Hall, NORRISTOWN, PA.
Can be consulted In German and English.
figures the skin, inflames the mucous the landlord had set out on the table,
membrane, wastes the muscles, weak But you know, my dear Annerly, tnat
OHN T. WAGNER,
ens the bones, reduces the power of I like'to do what I have to without any
J
resistance to disease and the capacity delay, and so, Without more ado, I be
A ttorney-at-L aw ,
Second Floor Shoemaker Building, Cor. Swede for recovery, and develops into con gan to don my Jacket and leggings, the
landlord meanwhile putting some food
and Airy Sts., Norristown, Pa.
sumption.
All legal business attended to with prompt
and other necessaries in my knapsack,
“A
bunch
appeared
op
the
left
side
of
ness and accuracy. Consultations in English or my neck. It caused great pain, was lanced,
with many a mournful shake of tbs
German.
and
became
a
running
sore.
I
went
into
a
Can be seen evenings a t Ironbrldge.
Bjan.
general decline. I was persuaded to try head as he pictured my dangerous
Hood’s Sarsaparilla, and when I had taken Journey over the top of the Schnee
J n . 3EI9I9IER9IAN,
six bottles my neck was healed, and I have berg.
never had any trouble of the kind since.”
“I stepped to the door and opened it.
Mbs. K. T. Snyder, Troy, Ohio.
It was torn from my grasp and
Justice of th e P ea ce,
slammed against the wall.
OOLLEGE VILLE, PA. Legal Papers, Bonds,
Deed? &c., executed and acknowledgements
“ ‘.You see It will be useless,’ shouted
taken. Conveyancing and Real Estate busi
a n d P ills
my terrified companion. ‘You will
ness generally attended to. The clerking of
tales a specialty.
will rid you of it, radically and per never reach that cursed hamlet alive.’
manently, as they have rid thousands.
“Picking up my little pocket lantern,
OHN S. HUNSICKER,
the light of which was burning stead
J
ily beneath its powerful reflector, I
THE SHADOWING PAST.
stepped out Into the darkness. ‘DiaJustice of th e P ea ce,
ble,’ muttered the worthy landlord.
H
e
followed
me
with
houndlike
tread;
HN STATION, PA. Conveyancer and
“I shall never forget that awful
He dogged me night and day.
neral Business Agent. Clerking of sales atEach time I dreamed that he was dead
night,” said the graf, tilting back In
ded o. Charges reasonable.
There at my door he lay.
his chair with a very mournful look,
whether the result of the miserable
Though once I harbored this old hound»
W. W E IK E Ii,
chiantl or of sorrowful recolle'ctlons It
By what right does he stay?
B.
So him at last I caught and bound
was hard to decide. “Bring us some
And rode long miles away.
Justice of th e P eace,
cognac, waiter.
. “You see,” he said to me half apolo
TRAPPE, PA.
Dark paths with many a twist I took,
Strange woods with twilight dim;
getically, “it always has a bad effect
Conveyancer and General Business Agent,
Through byways thick with turn and crook
segal Papers, Deeds, etc., carefully drawn.
on me to speak of" that—that—-yes, that
Alone I carried him.
Olaims collected. Sales clerked. Moderate
frightful night.”
iharges.
20jan.
He waited a moment, ahd then, as I
His last cries in a tarn I drowned
And hurried home once more.
said nothing, he resumed his tale:
Lo, waiting there my old gaunt hound
“To describe my Journey is easy; to
Stood whining at the door!
F.f.Sclienren’s
describe my suffering Is Impossible.
• —Arthur Stringer in Ainslee’a.
But there is an end to all things, good
or bad, so runs the old proverb, and so
It proved In my case, though It was
Collegeville, Pa.
more unexpected than pleasant, for of
Second door above
a sudden I had a sensation of dizzi
railroad.
ness and a feeling as if I were Walking
In midair, and so I was.
Finest grades of
igars and tobacco
“Looking quickly at the ground, I
How Tom Annerly Secured an Un
tlway“ on band.
saw the earth giving way beneath my
biased Opinion.
feet and realized in a flash how desper
J«»iIN II. CASSELBERRY,
ate was my situation. I was in a land
Although the clock In the tall tower slide.
of
Mary’s had long since tolled out
“Cognac!" shouted the count excited
Surveyor & C onveyancer. theSt.hour
of midnight, the brilliantly ly, bringing his fist down upon the
All kinds of legal papers drawn. The clerk•irg of sales a specialty. Charges reasonable. lighted windows of the Traveler’s club table with a force which made the
P. O. Address ; Lower Providence, Pa. Resi- presented a bright contrast to the gloom glasses rattle and the people at the
ence : EVansburg, Pa
18oc.
of the surrounding stores, and when a neighboring tables stare at him curi
little later the servant extinguished the ously.
P. BALttWIY,
The waiter hastened to fill his order,
other lamps the lights in the smoking for the appearance of the excited count
room still burned with undimmed ra was something ferocious. Then, real
Real Estate Broker,
diance.
izing where he was, he settled down
AND CONVEYANCER.
A little circle of half a dozen men into his chair, lit a cigar and muttered
'ubiio Sales on Commission. LOANS, Fire
and Life. Insurance, rent and incomes collected, were gathered around the great fire sadly: “My nerves are getting in a
estates managed and general business agent.
Property of every description FOR SALE and place in postures more comfortable sad condition; yes, certainly. Well,
for re n t. Bell Telephone, No. 7X. Address,
than elegant, and were listening with wherq was I ? Oh, In the landslide.
Co lege ville, Montgomery Co., Pa.
12jy.
“I thought It was never going to end.
breathless interest, to a man who was
But
It did. A crack on the head, a
leaning awkwardly against the side of
|;S>H AR1> DAVID,
tumble, and I was senseless.
Painter aud
the chimney.
“When I opened my eyes, the sun was
His hands were thrust in the pockets shining brightly, and it was quite
P aper-H anger, ;
of his ill fitting trousers, and his lank warm. At first I could remember noth
ÖODD ËGJBVII .D E, PA. «S'Samples of paper figure was emphasized and thrown in ing, but gazed about me In a dazed sort
always on hand.

J.

W. ROYER, M. D.,

■pi W. WALTERS,

s.

Dr, N, S, Borneman,

I)

F.

IT.

A ncient Foe

H ood’s Sarsaparilla

Starai Parlor

I A r 6 m ance o f
SENA JULIA

of way, knowing only that sharp pains
were darting up and down my side,
and that I was intensely thirsty.
“I started to rise, but couldn’t, for It
gave me such pain that for a moment
I thought I would faint. So, making
the best of a bad matter, I lay back
again and set my wits to work to dis
cover where I was.
“I was very sure of one thing; I was
on the ground. Have you ever laid
upon the ground for several hours with
a brokep leg? No? It Isn’t very pleas
ant. Pretty soon I began to remember
a little about my night’s adventure,
and then it all came back to me.
“Well, I was not dead surely. That
Was some consolation, and so, opening
my knapsack, I took out my brandy
flask. After taking a deep draft I felt
considerably revived, and next fished
out of my bag a confused mass of cold
chicken, rye bread and sausages.
“I had just begun my meal when I
heard a voice calling me from behind.
Heavens! Could I never finish a meal
in peace?
“ ‘Are you hurt, sir?’ asked somebody
•behind me.
“ ‘Oh, no; just a broken back and a
rib or two gone,’ I answered savagely.
And then curiosity got the better of me
and I looked up and saw”—
“What?”»
“A girl?”
“Oh!”
“But you should have seen her! Tall,
graceful, elegant, handsome, mag”—
“Look here, Alburg! If you think I
will believe everything you tell me you
are much mistaken. A lonely moun
tain, a broken leg, all right; but the
beautiful girl Is putting It Just a little
strong, Isn’t It?”
“Don’t Interrupt,” said thè count In
a very dignified way. “You may
imagine that I was rather startled;
and to tell the truth I was somewhat
embarrassed at the steady look of
those beautiful”—
“Leave out the adjectives.”
■“Those gray eyes; but you should
have heard the wonderful”—
“If you please, Alburg!”
“The softness of her voice as she
knelt down by my side and said, ‘Can I
not help you, sir?’ ”
“Ah!”
“ ‘Is there any water near at hand?* I
made reply, hastly putting my brandy
flask out of sight.
“ ‘Oh, yes.’ And she ran away, only
to return In a few moments with her
pretty—I mean her hat filled with clear
spring water. She propped me up
against a rock, gave me some to drink,
and when I had quenched my thirst
bathed my head, which was really ach
ing terribly.”
“Of course.”
“And then she told me how she was
going to Erlachen for the doctor, as the
man who had gone last night bad not
returned, poor fellow, and how she had
seen me lying there and had come to
my atd.”
“ ‘Then you come from Sena Julia?’
“ *Yes.’
“It was my turn then to tell her of
the occurrences of the past night, and
when I had finished this and we had
made a lunch off the poor remains of
my breakfast I felt so much recovered
that I was able to hobble slowly along
with the assistance of Marea.”
“Marea ?”
“That was her name, she told me.”
“And how about the broken leg?”
“Oh, I forgot. It was not broken,
after all, but only sprained, and though
It gave me much trouble, still Marea
helped me, and”—
“T see.”
“My leg did hurt me quite a little at
first, but with frequent rests we had
gone a good distance, when suddenly
the path made a sharp bend to one side
and widened out. We were In Sena
Julia.
“It was as if all life had suddenly de
parted fro pi the place, and my ears
were on the alert to catch any sound of
joy or note of welcome. None came,
however. Spellbound we stood and
watched the melancholy aspect.
“All at once loud groans came from a
neighboring cottage and then curses
and shouts of delirious laughter. It
seemed as if bedlam, held in abeyance
by the lack of sound, had broken loose,
From every house there issued strange
noises, as of souls struggling with their
death agonies, peals of laughter an(J
curses, till the air was rent with the
horror of the plague and filled with the
Infection of the nestilfence.
“Never did I work as 1 did in those
few awful days which followed. Their
memory I can never efface from my
mind, for even now I often wake out of
a deep sleep with perspiration starting
at every pore, enduring again In fancy
the suffering of those terrible hours.
“Marea showed grjat courage and
soon developed into an ideal nurse,
dreading nothing, constantly by my
side, ministering to the many wants of
the diseased with all the tenderness of
a true woman. Shrinking from no
danger of contagion, she never once
failed in consoling and giving rest.
“And then came a time which I can
never recall without trembling, for
Marea herself was stricken at last, and
for days her life was in the balance.
Many and many a time I despaired of
her life, but her constitution, though
wasted by the ravages of disease, final
ly conquered, and I had the pleasure of
seeing her daily grow more strong and
healthful, and not long after we were
able to leave the dismal scene of sick
ness. for help had begun to arrive from
the surrounding villages as soon as the
news of the pestilence bad spread.
“We were married here at Geneva
some days ago, and now, Annerly,
comes the reason I have told you this
story.
“My mother, with her ridiculous no
tions of our rank, will never forgive
her son for this mesalliance, as she
would call it. She was earnestly look
ing forward to my union with the
Princess Elsa—in fact, it has been her
chief hope for many years past. As
yet she knows nothing of Marsa, for I
have written her nothing. She arrives
tomorrow morning. I telegraphed her.
Annerly, have I acted rightly?”
Here Annerly took his hands from
his trousers pockets, where they had
remained during the relation of the
story, and calmly lit a cigarette.
“Well,” shouted a young gtfardsman
of the group, “what did you tell him?”
“Nothing,” said Annerly.
“Nothing!”
“Why, my dear fellow, what would
you have told him; that he had done
right?”
“Of course I would,” rejoined the
other disgustedly.
An echo of assent went around thè

little circle.
Throwing away his cigarette, Annerly
put on his hat, walked over to the door,
hesitated and then said:
“Gentlemen, my little ruse worked bet
ter than I knew. The Graf von Alburg
figured under the more romantic title
of Tom Annerly. My wife, Mrs. Marsa
Annerly, looks forward with much
pleasure to her first ball tomorrow
night, and I shall take great pleasure
in introducing you all.” '■
The door closed, the sound of Tom’s
footsteps died slowly away, and the
little group regarded one another in
silence.
'
“By Jove!” murmured the little
guardman.
Oil of Tobacco.

Some interesting investigations have
just been published by the analysts of
the government-laboratory with respect
to what is known as the “oil of tobac
co.”
In making up raw tobacco leaf into
the article with which we fill our pipes
manufacturers use olive oil, and at one
time they made a use of it which, like
Sam Weller’s knowledge of London,
was extensive and peculiar. In order to
protect the smoker a paternal legisla
ture has enacted that not more than 4
per cent of olive oil shall be used by
manufacturers for “making up” or fla
voring,” and the businesslike manufac
turer has sometimes complained that
this 4 per cent is not a sufficient allow
ance, because the tobacco leaf itself
supplies an oil which might be mistak
en for the manufacturing product.
The government analysts have, there
fore, experimented with forty-six to
baccos, and they find that the essential
oil of tobacco usually exists only in the
smallest of quantities, sometimes not
more than .05 per cent. The oil is a
paraffin, technically a paraffin hydro
carbon.—London Post.
Fooling; Gladstone.

Gladstone was fond of loitering
around the secondhand bookshop win
dows and fingering the volumes which
were there displayed. If he pick
ed up a book that interested him,
he frequently became quite oblivious
to his surroundings. On one of these
occasions a loafer, who must have
carefully studied Mr. Gladstone’s hab
its, whispered quietly, “Half a crown,
please, sir.”
Without raising his eyes from the
book Mr. Gladstone put his hand in his
pocket and handed over the half
crown. A few minutes later he was
going off with his prize when the book
seller, who knew him well by sight,
stopped him with a demand for one
Shilling, the price of the book. “But I
have already given you half a crown,”
said Mr. Gladstone, and explanations
followed.

Indian’s face Indicates that, he is of
inferior position; the entire symbol, no
matter In what form presented, Is sig
nificant of lofty station and high hon
ors.
The facial - heraldry of the Indian
may be said to unique, not alone In
tbe method of representation employ
ed, but in the subject selected. The
latter Includes fish, flesh and fowl of
all descriptions—dog salmon, devilfish,
starfish, woodpeckers, ravens, eagles,
bears, wolves, frogs, are comprised in
the armorial gallery.
Every object presented has Its own
particular significance, and one of the
most peculiar phases of face painting
relates to the employment of forms
other than animal—tools, Implements
of the chase or of war, denoting the
occupation of the individual or his
tribe.
Fame Abroad.

It was one of the treasured honors of
Bishop Whipple’s long episcopate that
he had preached the opening sermon in
Westminster abbey at the pan-Angli
can council in 1888. He often referred
to this, not in a vainglorious spirit, but
rather as being surprised that he
should have this honor when there
were so many abler men in the Episco
pal church. An incident which pleased
him much, however, happened after he
had preached at the English church in
Rome. Standing near the chapel en
trance, he heard two ladies in conver
sation:
“Who was the bishop who preached
today?” asked one of the ladies.
“Why, that was the bishop of Mimo
sa; he comes from South Africa, you
know,” was the unexpected answer.—
Boston Transcript
I Venice and tlie Adriatic.

Dr. Bizarro of Gorz has published a
pamphlet in which he tries to prove
that the Adriatic has for more than a
thousand years been rising and en*
croaching on Its shores, The lower
parts of Triest are experiencing trou<
Die already, and in course of time Ven
ice will be buried in the mud of the
lagoon.
What 1« a Runaway Horset

They have nice horses and cattle out
west, but they have little ways of their
own. For Instance, a broken horse out
west has points of difference from a
broken horse in the east. Some of the
saddle horses caused me most unaffect
ed misery when I had to ride—and It
was tbe same thing with the driving
horses. I used to spend my winters in
the east, and when I went back to the
ranch I would of course want to hear
the latest news about my neighbors—
who’d been banged and the rest.
My foreman had a grievance against
professor from Ann Arbor who
wanted to see the Bad Lands and had*
a team, which ran away, smash
INDIAN DECORATION. hired
ing things up and breaking the profess
or’s arm. He said that the professor
THE MEANING OF THE PAINT ON had made a remark which made him
THE RED MAN’S FACE.
hot. He didn’t mind his saying that he
had fallen into a den of sharks—be
Every Mark Has a Heraldic Signif cause he knew sharks didn’t have dens,
icance, Denoting Honors, Ancestry and, besides, be didn’t charge the pro
fessor for the use of the team; what
or Condition—
Tbe Arbitrary Meth
made him hot was the remark that he
ods of Indian Artists.
People in general have been content had foisted on the professor a team of
to look upon the Indian’s adornment of runaway horses.
“He had no right to call them that,”
his head with eagle feathers and his
face with paint as marks of personal said the foreman. “One horse had only
decoration inspired by vanity and a been driven twice, and could hardly be
savage taste, different only in degree called a confirmed runaway, and the
from what is sometimes witnessed other—well, there were lots of times
among highly civilized people, says a when he hadn’t run away.”—Forest
writer In the Washington Times. But and Stream.
the fact Is that, In preference to the
Woes of the Grocer.
latter custom, for Instance, every paint
It was an uptown grocery which a
mark on an Indian’s face has a sort of
heraldic meaning, implying not only little girl about five years of age enter
the honors won by the brave in person, ed the other day, saying “I want a
but representing also the claims of his spool of cotton!” “You won’t get that
family and race to distinction. In otber here,” replied the grocer jokingly.
words, what is shown among more “You’ll have to go to the blacksmith’s
cultured communities by coats of arms, shop for that.” “I want a spool of
orders, and decorations, is depicted by coifton,” the child repeated, clutching
the Indian on his face by means of something very, tightly In her right
hand. And she continued to reiterate
pigments.
Scientists are now engaged, among the request for a long time before
other novel investigations concerning quitting the store.
Presently her mother appeared in the
the North American Indian, in com
piling a record of the armorial, or, door, with a very irate countenance,
rather, facial, bearings of certain cele “D’you mean to tell me that you haven’t
brated chiefs, and it is said to be fas got a nutmeg?” she inquired indignant
cinating work. One renowned war ly. “Was that what the ehild wanted?”
rior, for instance, will have his lip exclaimed the grocer. “She asked for
painted a copper red. This is found a spool of cotton.” “Couldn’t you see
to indicate that his tribe was once in the nutmeg in her hand?” retorted the
possession of huge mines of copper. mother. “I saw something in her hand,
Another individual will have his fore but I didn’t know what it was.” “Well,
head adorned with a painting of a cer all you had to do was to smell It,” was
tain fish, thus implying that he or his the final shot with which the matron
people are renowned for prowess in departed.
catching fish. The same distinguished
Witnesses to this scene have amused
person sometimes wears a disk of pearl themselves ever since, asking the gro
in addition to his paint mask. This, cer why he doesn’t exercise greater de
by its shimmering radiance and its tective skill in finding out what his
form, implies that he is descended customers require when they don’t
from the moon, in the sense that the know themselves.—Philadelphia Rec
goddess of night is one of his ances ord.
tors.
She Was Looking For a Job.
The fact that the Indian has no con
An Englishman who was staying for
ception of perspective seriously handi
caps the success of his efforts at pic a short time at Nice decided one morn
torial art. Indeed, the Indian limner ing to have a dip in the sea.
On proceeding to the shore he began
merely aims to show the most charac
teristic portion of the object he at to look out for some secluded spot
tempts to depict, unless he be a man where he might undress. At last he
of great attainment, in which case he got clear of every one except some old
divides or dissects the subject of his women who followed him everywhere
picture and represents the whole by and whom he could not manage to
Its parts, the latter being arranged en shake off. He walked and walked un
tirely irrespective of the natural se til at last there was only one left.
Finding It Impossible to shake her off
quence.
The features of the Indian are some and through Ignorance of the language
times incorporated into the represen being unable to ask her to leave, he
tation of the animal which forms his decided to begin undressing In .the
heraldic bearing. Should the beaver, hopes that she would withdraw when
for example, be the object to be de she saw what he was about.
As he removed his coat he was hor
picted, it is not attempted, but only its
distinctive and typical parts, as, for in rified to see her making a rush for him.
stance, its peculiar tail, which is paint He did not know what to do, when, to
ed In crisscross lines extending from his relief, she rapidly undid a huge
the chin to the nose, as though stand bundle she carried and began to erect
ing upright. The chin itself does ser a portable tent round him.
Then he perceived It was for this the
vice as the beaver’s body.
The arbitrary methods of the Indian women had been following him all tbe
artist render it difficult, If not Impos time.
sible, for any but an expert to Inter
Mice May Cause Baldness.
pret the meaning of the pictorial rep
A barber bad been giving the writer
resentations. Thus, an animal’s ears
are invariably depicted above the eyes much information about the hair, and
on tbe human object, the ears of the then remarked that not long since
beaver being just above the eyebrows. quite a young man had come into his
On the cheeks are painted the paws in shop who had lost all his hair. It had
a position as though they were raised come off very suddenly and for no ap
to the mouth in the manner conven parent reason.
The barber said, “You have a cat?”
tional in Indian carvings.
“No,” he replied. “We have not a
The dogfish painted in red on the face
designated the members of an entire cat In the house.”
“Then you have a terrier that catches
tribe. On the forehead of the members
of this tribe is painted the long, thin mice, and it comes in contact with
snout, the gills are represented by two your head?”
“Yes,” said the man, “I have, and
curved lines below the eyes, while the
tail is shown as cut in two and hang Its favorite seat Is on the top of my
ing from each nostril. Only one or armchair, close to my head.
The old barber then explained that
two parts of an animal painted on an

his sudden baldness was a disease be
longing to mice, that could be pased on
to human beings by contact with an
animal that touched them. Whether
there Is anything in this or not I can
not say.—Spectator.
The Walter Wu Wise,

“I’ll give that waiter,” said Rivers,
“an order that will paralyze him.”
“What will you have, sir?” presently
asked the waiter.
“Bring me,” replied Rivers, “some
verulam and ova.”
“Yes, sir.”
The waiter, a seedy looking man in
spectacles, went away with a strange
gleam in his eye and returned about
fifteen minutes later with a large plat
ter containing something hot.
“Here you are, sir,” he said. “Bagon
and eggs. In ordinary English It would
be twenty-five cents. In classic form
it will be forty-five cents. Culpam
poena premlt cones, as we used to say
at college. Anything else, sir?”—Chi
cago Tribune.
Loose Knife Blade*.

A very good cement for fastening
knives or forks in silver handles, should
they come out, is made by melting and
thoroughly mixing in an earthenware
vessel four parts resin, one part bees
wax and one part plaster of parls. Aft
er beating slightly the shank of the
knife or fork and filling the hole in the
handle with the mixture push the
shank in tight and allow it to cool.

FAMILY TRADE SECRETS.
Some That Bring Great Wealth to
Their Fortunate Possessors.

write what is in you. Do not imitate
any other person’s writings or draw In
spiration from outside sources.”
As a result of this advice Johnny
Wise turned in the following composi
tion:
“We should not attempt any fûtes of
fancy, but rite what is In us. In me
thare is my stummick, lungs, hart, liv
er, two apples, one piece of pie, one
stick lemon candy and my dinner.”—
Baltimore American.
The Conclusion of a Romance.

She (arrayed for the theater)—Sorry
to have kept you waiting so long,- Mr.
Spoonamore, but it has taken me lon
ger than usual to get ready. I look like
alrig h t in this hat too.
He (desirous of saying something
complimentary)—It isn’t the—er—fault
of the lovely hat, I am sure, Miss Hankinson.
Age of Big Trees.

The big tree keeps its youth far lon
ger than any of its neighbors. Most
silver firs are old In their second or
third century, pines in their fourth or
fifth, while the big tree, growing beside
them, is still in the bloom of its youth,
Juvenile In every feature, at the age of
old pines and cannot be said to attain
anything like prime size and beauty be
fore its fifteen hundredth year or under
favorable circumstances become old be
fore its three thousandth. Many no
doubt are much older than this. On
one of the King’s river giants, 35 feet
8 inches in diameter, exclusive of bark,
I counted upward of 4,000 annual wood
rings, in which there was no trace of •
decay after all these centuries of moun
tain weather.
There Is no absolute limit to the ex
istence of any tree. Their death is due
to accidents, not, as of animals, to the
wearing out of organs. Only the
leaves die of old age—their fall Is fore
told In their structure; but the leaves
are renewed every year, and so also
are the other essential organs, wood,
roots, bark and buds. Most of the Si
erra trees die of disease. Thus the
magnificent silver firs are devoured
by fungi, and comparatively few of
them live to see their three hundredth
birth year.
But nothing hurts the big tree. I
never saw one that was sick or showed
the slightest sign of decay. It lives
on through Indefinite thousands of
years, until burned, blown down, un
dermined, or shattered by some tre
mendous lightning stroke.—John Mule
in Atlantic Monthly.

That silence Is golden no one will
deny, but they who will most ready ad
mit tbe truth of this maxim are the
members of those families whose
silence, lasting In some cases for cen
turies, has brought them untold wealth.
And the most curious part of It Is that
outsiders, try as they will, have been
unable to discover the secrets these
lucky families possess:
Few people know where Bank of
England note paper comes from, and
fewer still how It Is pade, because Its
manufacture Is a family secret, and
has been so for nearly two centuries.
In 1717 a man named Portal discovered
how to make this paper, and the gov
ernment thereupon contracted with
him to supply all that was required for
bank notes. The contract still holds
good, and once a week a quantity is
sent from Laverstoke, In Hampshire,
Turkish (Customs Oddities.
where the family still exists, the paper
An American woman who is travel-«
being guarded by a number of detec ing in Turkey writes this to a friend in
tives throughout the Journey. No one New York city:
has yet succeeded in discovering how
“I will complain no more of our cn»«
the Portals make the paper, and prob toms officials. The other day I sent ai
ably no one ever will.
large doll to Switzerland to a friend.
Minton ware is another family mo It was dressed carefully in a Turkisli
nopoly, though unprotected by the costume, but it got no farther than' the
patents act. In 1793 Thomas Minton, custom house here in Constantinople,
a Staffordshire potter, discovered how where it was stopped by superior or
to make a peculiar china with a green ders, as It was not considered ‘fitting
glaze unlike any other In vogue. He that a doll should he dressed as a Turk
kept his secret to himself, made the ish lady.’
ware by stealth, and In due time ac
“This was bad enough, but I heard
cumulated a fortune. Before he died of a worse case. A friend who is to re
he gave the secret to his eldest son, main here for several years received
and It has been handed down from from Persia some lovely Persian car
generation to generation to the present pets of great value. Unfortunately, the
time. The works are now situated at maker, Habibollah, had woven his
Stoke-on-Trent, and every year the name Into the fabric. This was at once
Mintons turn nearly 100,000 tons of noticed, and my friend was Informed
clay Into the famous ware that bears that the carpet must be exported at
their name.
once. And what on earth do you thiuk
Sword forging is one of the most dif the reason was? Tbe last syllables of
ficult branches of the mechanic’s art, the name almost made ‘Allah,’ and the
and only one family, residing In Bir customs officials decided that ‘It is im
mingham, knows how to do it to per possible to allow the name of God in a
fection. There Is a secret In sword carpet which Is to be trodden on.’
forging which this family alone has
“I will never say anything more
conquered, and It has been in Its pos about our appraisers. Those I will
session for upward of half a century mee^ at the pier on my return are gems
and Is still unknown to outsiders. A compared to these Turks and others
sword made by a workman belonging that I have met on this trip.”—New
to this family Is worth twice as much York Times.
as one made by any other firm, and al
though enormous sums have been of
Care of Books.
fered for the secret from time to time
Books, it is said, are spoiled by being
every member remains true to his crisscrossed on convenient desks and
trust.
stands. Valuable volumes should, there
One of the oldest family secrets Is fore, be kept In racks. One of the best
that connected with the manufacture of library tables is constructed after
of eau de cologne, for It has been own tbe shape of those used In Roman li
ed by the Farinas since 1685. In that braries. It Is a table sure enough on
year an Italian, Giovanni Farina, in top, but Is provided with shelves be
vented the perfume, and only his eldest neath, shelves so arranged that when
son was admitted into the secret. At a book Is put temporarily aside it need
the present moment the Farinas have not be laid flat on its side, but stands
twenty-eight factories at Cologne. upon its feet, so to speak, which is the
This silence on the part of the family only proper position for a book to be
through so many years has brought placed in. On top of this 'table there
untold wealth, for nine out of every is another receptacle for books, a small
ten bottles of the perfume purchased revolving stand, which is designed to
all over the world Is of Farina make.
bold the small dictionaries of foreign
It seems hard to believe that we are languages and other reference books.
to a great extent Indebted to one fam This is' a case of fine, simply polished
ily for our supremacy on tbe seas, but hard wood and Is especially adapted to
such is the case. All the Iron used in the man’s library.
the navy Is made by the family of
For reading books of busy authors
Crawshay, the descendants of a York the morocco bound book blocks are at
shire farmer, who discovered a method once useful and ornamental, though
of making the metal harder than any there is something newer and rather
one else could do, and in consequence more decorative in the shape of a
received a contract to supply the Iron painted or engraved leather revolving
for the navy. The secret still remains stand, which, by Its brass handle, can
with the family, and foreign nations be moved about the room at the con
have periodically offered millions for venience of tbe-reader and screwed In
its possession, but without success.
to the arm of the new Morris reading
In the wine trade there are endless chair, or it can be unhinged and folded
secrets, some of them of great Im perfectly flat for packing.
portance and owned by single families.
Bunkoing a Japanese.
Tokay, a rare and costly wine and the
“J. P. G.” was only an enlisted man
favorite drink of the emperor of Aus
tria, is made only by the Counts of In Uncle Sam’s navy, but his mess
Zemplen from a secret recipe, while mates called him “the Swell” because
the equally famous Lachrymse Christl whenever he went ashore he carried a
cannot be procured except from the suit of civilian’s clothes. At Yoko
family of Adrienne, the owners of the hama, in bis fine raiment and a white
vineyards on Vesuvius. Maraschino, felt hat, he passed himself off to a
too, is made in secret solely by a Dal Japanese coal merchant as the paymatian family called Nanis, who first paster of tbe fleet and contracted for
discovered the recipe three centuries several thousand tons of coal. The
price named was $14 a ton.
ago.—London Tit-Bits.
“What is my rake off?” he asked the
dealer, who offered a generous commis
Mean Advice.
Old Gent—On the eve of your mar sion. “Make the price sixteen dollars
riage let me give you a piece of advice. a ton and have ---- thousand tons
Remember when your wife’s next birth ready for delivery at the earliest pos
day comes and give her a handsome sible hour tomorrow morning,” he said.
The merchant opened wine, and
present.
when thoroughly warmed up the sailor
Young Man—Yes, of course.
“Give her the best your pocket can remarked, looking Indolently at his
buy every birthday, but at Christmas, watch: “By the bye, I’m expected to
New Year’s and such times give her visit the club tonight, and It is prob
only Inexpensive little tokens. Form able that I may need a little more
money than I have In my pocket. Per
that habit.”
haps you had better advance me three
“Yes, but why?”
or four thousand dollars on account.”
“It will pay.”
Of course he got what he wanted.
“I presume so.”
“Yes. In a few years you can begin Next morning the vessels were sur
to forget the birthdays, and she won’t rounded with scores of barges laden
with coal, and It was all the officers
say a word.”—New York Weekly.
could do to prevent the Japs from un
loading their cargoes. The dealer dar
What Was In Him.
“Children,” said tbe teacher while ed say nothing, for he had entered Into
Instructing tbe class In composition, a conspiracy to defraud the govern
“you should not attempt any flights of ment, so he pocketed his loss In si
fancy, bat simnlv be yourselves and lence.—New York P ress.__

W H O O U G H T TO VO TE.
of course to be taken for granted
A
prominent
lecturer is reported
but that it is a quarrel or even any
as
saying
about
the education of
serious difference of opinion is mere
speculation for the President quietly boys and girls “ We all aspire to the
stole away from Washington and in prizes, but the girls not only aspire
considerately left everyone guess they perspire, and generally get
there.” The recent report of Dean
ing.
Published Every Thursday.
The President did not actually Crow of Northwestern University,
¿teal away however, for he was shows that while 40 per cent, of
COLLEGE VILLE, IVäDNTG. CO., PA. accompanied by Commander Cowles, male students were marked “poor”,
his brother-in-law and also his only 20 per cent, of female students
naval aids in the most resplendent were so marked during the first
of full uniforms with magnificent semester. During the second half
. . . . E. S. MOSER, EDITOR and PR O PR IETO R ........
jewelled sword and waving plume. of the year, the markings were 12
At New Haven he expected to be per cent, of the men as against 5 per
joined by Colonel Whitney, his cent, of the women. This would
TH U RSD A Y , O C T O B E R 31, 1901.
military aid-, and if he also is in full seem to indicate not only a higher
grade of scholarship, but better
E l e c t io n Da y : Next Tuesday. Don’t forget it. I t is uniform the trio will make quite a “staying qualities” in the feminine
spectacle. Mr. Roosevelt is the
the duty of every American citizen to vote at every election, first president since Grant to avail make-up.
The question oftimefe presents itslocal and general.
himself of the privilege of a military
and a naval aid but he is not averse self to the inquiring mind, as to how
to military display and has a great long this country will rest content
L eon F. C zolgosz , the murderer of President McKin liking for the picturesqfie so that to pay the major part of its enor
ley, was electrocuted at Auburn, N. Y., at seven o’clock he will, in all probability, be ac mous school tax for the education of
companied by his aids whenever he its girls, and yet excuse them from
Tuesday morning.
travels in an official capacity. Since the common duties of citizenship.
the sad event at Buffalo there is a Our high sohools graduate from five
I f the result of next Tuesday’s engagement dovetails very general anxiety for the Presi to seven girls for every boy; now, if
with Commodore Kelty’s pre-election estimate, we shall ad dent’s safety and it would seem that an educational qualification has any
with two officers as an escort his arguments in its favor, the extra
vance his title to that of Admiral, and ask no questions.
girls ought not to be represented,
safety ought to be insured.
General Corbin’s statement in his or misrepresented, by inferior men.
K a th erin e V. K ing .
E dw ard C a in e , candidate for County Treasurer, is hold annual report that “All in all the
WOMEN AND THE STATE. .
ing up his end of the fight with a strong- competitor in such a government has never had more
manner as will keep his vote nearly or quite in line with that satisfactory troops than the volun Whenever some great wrong is to
teers and these troops are entitled be righted, it is usually a woman
of his colleagues on the Republican county ticket.
to the gratitude of the people and of who comes’ to the front. In the
the government,” comes as a grace English anti-slavery movement it
H e r e ’s a guess as to the result of the balloting next ful tribute to the boys who left office was Elizabeth Herrick who first
and workshop to rally round the flag
Tuesday: The entire Republican county ticket will be elected in time of need. For a number of uttered th e1 historic watchword,
“ Immediate and Unconditional
by majorities ranging from 700 to 1500. A guess ; only that years there has been a decided Emancipation.” In the Puritan
and nothing m ore!
tendency on the part of the officers Theocracy of Massachusetts it was
of the regular army to belittle the Anne Hutchison who stood for
•service that volunteers would ren religious freedom. In the Ameri
R ic h a r d R e if s n y d e r , the political seer who paragraphs der in time of War and General can anti-slavery movement it was
Montgomery politics with a master hand for the Philadelphia Corbin’s statement comes not only Sarah and Angelina G-rimke, of
Ledger, is not quite sure that there is going to be an earth as a pleasing refutation of the in South Carolina, who came north
sinuations, but as an evidence of after freeing their slaves, and be
quake in Montgomery county next week.
the wisdom of the American system gan the agitation which Harriet
of maintaining only a small standing Beecher Stowe intensified by her
A n o t h e r race riot in Southland : In a Louisiana parish a army in times of peace and relying “Uncle Tom’s Cabin,” while Abby
confli ct is in progress between whites and blacks and it is re on enlisting volunteers in case of Kelley raised the money which en
abled Mr. Garrison to keep the
ported that thirty have been killed. The troops have been necessity.
There is some talk, in view of the Liberator alive. It was Mary Woolcalled out by the Governor of that State to suppress the recent big stamp robbery in'CRicago stonecroft who, in 1790, started the
belligerents.
and of numerous small robberies in world-wide woman’s movement by
various parts of the country, of her brilliant book entitled “The
asking Congress to legislate against Rights of Women. ” Now if a few
G r e a t B r it a in ’s new sea monster, the King Alfred, the sale of stamps by anyone not
brave women have done so much
which was launched Monday, will be the largest warship in authorized ( to sell them by the for
the world, what have we not a
the world. She will cost $5,000,000; she is of 14,100 tons government. Such a law would a right to expect when we have
and her speed will be twenty-three knots. Civilization keeps doubtless have a tendency to dimin established, in place of the existing
ish the number of ,post office burglar aristocracy of sex, a government by
on making preparations for the destruction of human lives.
ies but on the other hand it would men and women, alike í d the home
work a hardship to a great many and in the State?
I f present weather conditions continue those who may concerns who now receive numerous
W oman ’s J ournal .
have occasion to “go up salt river” next week will not en small remittances in stamps, unless
counter a blizzard. Why even the Judge might go along, some system of redemption were
R O A D S IN E U R O P E .
provided at post offices and sub From the American Asphalt Journal.
without his overcoat ; but he won’t go! He will remain at treasuries.
Two hundred years ago England
home and fix up a permanent cabinet for his old field glass,
While the telegraph wire and had the worst roads in the world,
while Friday will be thinking about the halcyon days of yore ! cables brought ample evidence of
because the peasantry living on the
the sympathy and sorrow which the roads alone were required to work
E d it o r I I a ldem a n has been gaining in political strength assassination of the late President them. In speaking of themMacauley
excited all over the world the mails
the past month. Many who were inclined to vote against are now bringing even more. The says “that a route connecting two
him have reconsidered their intentions and have concluded State Department has received re great towns which have a large and
flourishing trade with each other
that he does not deserve to be defeated upon the grounds of cently a newspaper from Ceylon, should be maintained at the cost of
factional differences of opinion within the lines of the Repub India, containing a very beautifully the rural population scattered be
written editorial, a newspaper from tween them is manifestly unjust.
lican party. Vote for Isaiah R. Haldeman for Sheriff!
the Isle of Man which devoted the It was not until many toll bars had
greater part of its front page to a been violently pulled down, until
T h e Schley inquiry, in progress for some time past un large type announcement of the the troops had in many instances
der direction of the Navy Department at Washington, will death, a copy of the New-Zewland been forced to act against the
doubtless result in a sweeping vindication of Admiral Schley, Times describing the adjournment people, and until much blood had
of both houses of Parliament, both
the victor of-*Santiago. I t is not easy to understand why the on the day that the news was re been shed, that a good system was
inquiry was ever started, if petty jealousies in Naval circles, ceived and on the day of the funeral, introduced. ” Every class now con
to the maintenance of the
and besmirching falsehoods emanating from irresponsible the flying of flags at half mast, the tributes
road system in England. The
postponement of a ball which was to French have probably the. most
and yindictive quarters, are not taken into consideration.
have been given.at the Governor’s efficient laws and regulations in the
residence, the firing of a salute of
P h il a d e l p h ia manufacturers have launched two move forty-eight guns by the Pipitea world for the building and repairing
highways. The minister of public
ments along the line of political economy: One in favor of Battery, the closing of all govern of
works has the general superintend
tariff revision, the other in support of reciprocity. The ment buildings for one hour on the ence of all roads and ways by 'land
wind from every quarter, not directly influenced by govern day of the funeral, in fact almost and by water. There are four
testimonial of sorrow that classes of road recognized by law,
mental favoritism, seems, to be shifting away from one of the every
could have been shown by an Ameri
greatest frauds of the age—a protective tariff for the benefit can city. Another paper, the Cape namely: (1) national, (2) depart
of the few at the expense of the many. Right will win some Town Argus, publishes a dispatch mental, (3) military, (4) cross roads.
National roads are built and kept
from Buluwayo, the capital of up by the national treasury. Depart
tim e !
*
Rhodesia, describing an open air
mental roads are a charge upon the
A t e r r ib l y fa t a l and disastrous fire raged in Philadel memorial service attended by over departments through which they
thousand persons at which the
pass, and part of the military roads
phia, Friday. The conflagration started in the basement of one
Star Spangled Banner, Nearer my
are
kept up by the government and
Hunt, Wilkinson & Co.’s eight-story building at 1219 and God to Thee, etc., were sung. All
a
part
by the departments through
1221 M arket street, and destroyed much property in that go to prove the extent of the
which the roads pass.
neighborhood, including the Hotel Vendig. But the loss— sympathy extended to us even from The cross roads are kept up by
$350,000—is insignificant in comparison with the destruction the most remote portions of the the communes, though sometimes
of human life. Twelve persons were burned to death or English speaking world.
in thinly populated regions these
Rear Admiral Charles O’ Neil,
killed by jumping, 18 were injured and 11 were reported Chief of the Naval Bureau of Ord communes receive assistance from
the government, especially when
missing.
nance, says that any incerease in
these roads become of importance.
the efficiency of naval guns must
The national roads are paved like
T h e report of the Director of the Mint, recently made come from improvements in pro a street, having an average width
and the material used for
public, shows that the production of gold in all the world fell jectiles
of 52 feet. The departmental roads
their propulsion rather than from
off $49,070,200 during the calendar year 1900, while the silver any increase in the size of the guns are 39 feet wide, and the military
output increased and was the largest ever known. The ex themSelves. He expresses his be and cross roads are of variable
width. Piles of broken stone are
planation is found in the war in South Africa, where the pro lief that our naval equipment is placed
at convenient distances and
duction while $73,277,100 in 1899 was only $9,671,000 in 1900. fully up to that of any foreign nation a man is constantly employed in re
If. peace had prevailed the South African total last year would and says he knows of no guns afloat, pairing each section.
or-soon to be put afloat, that will
have been nearly a hundred millions, for running from 1896 equal ours in the amount of energy
A W ID O W ’S M A N Y W O E R S .
to 1899 the increase was from’ forty to fifty per cent, a year. developed. He argues strongly for
In this country Colorado leads with $28,289,400 ; California the seven inch gun for ordinary use From the London News.
In a mining centre some eighty
comes next, with $15,816,206; Alaska third, with $8,171,000. in turrets as distinguished from the miles
from Coolgardie, in Western
Altogether the United States produced in gold $79,171,000, six and eight inch weapons.
Australia,
a carpenter died and his
Among the notable marriages of
while the only country that came anywhere near it was
widow
had
offers of marriage from
the season was that of M. Eugene
Australia with $74,260,000. In silver the United States came Thiebaut of the French Embassy at the doctor who attended the de
within less than a hundred thousand dollars of leadership, Berne Switzerland, which took place ceased, the undertaker, the clergy
the figures being : Mexico, $35,611,400 ; United States, $35,- Tuesday at the private chapel of man who read the burial service,
local apothecary who made up
541,100. According to these figures the United States pro Cardinal Martinelli, in Washington, the
the
medicines prescribed for the
duces more than twice as much gold as it does silver; the the Cardinal officiating. The bride departed and the custodian of the
the widow of General Rengifo,
evidence being that there is ample gold in the world for was
who, at the time of his marriage, cemetery where he was interred;
money uses.
was charge d ’affairs of the Colum likewise from about a score of mine
bian Legation in this city. Mme. managers and miners. She did not
one of the suitors and de
WASHINGTON LETTER. good many people are looking over Thiebaut was originally a Miss Bar accept
parted
for her home in Melbourne.
their shoulders whenever they turn bour an old and well known Wash
ington
family.
Although
now
From Our Regular Correspondent.
away from the White House for in
H IG H E S T O F W A T E R F A L L S .
stationed in Switzerland, M. Thie
W ashington, D. C., Oct. 24,1901. dications of some kind of an ex
From the Land of Sunshine.
baut was for a number of years at
The absence of President Roose plosion.
The highest waterfall in the
tached to the French embassy in
velt and of several members of the
There are rumors in the air that Washington and was well and world, geography tells us, is the
cabinet who, like him, have go n e to all is not going well in New York popularly known both in social and Cerosola Cascade, in the Alps,
New Haven to help “Old Yale” and that there are differences be official circles, he having acted as having a fall of 2,400 feet, that of
celebrate her two hundredth birth tween the President and Senator French charge d ’ affairs on many Arvey, in Savoy, is 1,100 feet, and
day, has resulted in a little lull in Platt. The presence of the Senator occasions.
the falls of Yosemite Valley range
the political arena and the poli- from New York on Sunday and the
The remains of Senator Cushman from 700 to 1,000 feet. But higher
ticans who have remained in Wash I fact that Governor Odell came to K. Davis of Minnesota, who was for
ington are simply casting up ac I Washington and breakfasted with so many years chairman of the Com A new remedy for biliousness is now on
counts and speculating on the the President on Monday were mittee on Foreign Relations and sale at Fenton’s store. It is called Cham
future. Mr. Roosevelt is still some enough to set any number of rumors who was one of the best posted men berlain’s Stomach and Liver Tablets. It
thing of an unknown quantity and afloat and, of course, the Democratic in the Senate on international law, gives quick relief and will prevent the attack
brought to Washington this if given as soon as the first indication of the
while so far as he has dealt with all correspondents are all reporting “a were
week and interred in the National disease appears. Price, 85 cents per box.
with a good deal of diplomacy a big split.” That something is up is Cemetery at Arlington.
Samples free.
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yet is the waterfall in the San
Cuayatan Canon, in the State of
Durango, Mexico. It was discovered
by some prospectors, ten years ago,
in the great barranca district which
is called the Tierras Desconocidas.
While searching for the famous lost
mine,? Naranjal, a great roar of
water was heard. With grfeat diffi
culty the party pushed oh, and up
and down the mighty chasms until
they beheld the superb fall that is
at least 3,000 feet high.
T E E T H -P U L L IN G W IT H
T H E F IN G E R S -

It is stated that an Indianapolis
dentist has abandoned entirely the
use of forceps in pulling teeth, and
has adopted the primitive method of
the Chinese, using his forefinger
and thumb only for this purpose.
He maintains that much of the
terror people have in having their
teeth pulled is due to the sight of
the instruments, and that the shock
from this cause produced in nervous
people is sometimes serious. He
also claims that by the manual pro
cess there is really less pain, and
that he can take out the most firmly
rooted double tooth quite as ex
pediently as with forceps. He
learned this art from a Chinese
practitioner.
A F R A ID O F T H E "A L L IG A T O R ."

He was evidently from the country
this little old Gerthan, and as his
eyes rested on the elevator, un
doubtedly for the first time, his
sense of the ridiculous was touched,'
says the New York Post.
For a few minutes he stood in
wonderment and then, laughing
softly to himself, he stopped the
first person he chanced to see, who
happened to be the janitor, and fired
this at him : “Vat vas dot leedle
box t ’ing vat valks people oop der
stairs stooden still ?”
“Oh, that’s the elevator,” was the
answer.
“Oh, dat’s vat idt is, is it 7 I haf
a pocketbook made offen der peel uf
one uf doze.” He tried a ride, but
didn’t like it. Theu he said :
“I vould told my wife nefer to go
in mit von uf doz alligators ven der
valking by hand vas goot. ”
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And Get Your 10 Per Cent. Discount on All

■3K SUITS AND OVERCOATS fc

STOCK
Affords you a splendid opportunity to
select wedding gifts in silverware and
clocks, that will please your friends.

Then the Prices.
They are an advantage because the
stock has merit even if sold low. Call
if yon don’t intend to buy. We appreci
ate visitors.

Or, A FOOT BALL, valued at $1.50 or over, with each BOYS’
or YOUTHS’ SUIT U n til N o v e m b e r 1 6 .

RELIABLE* CLOTHING!
To be sure; just as good as each suit or overcoat for men and
boys appears to be, and

The Latest Styles to Select From.

J. D. Sallade,
JEWELER AND OPTICIAN,

16 E a s t Alain. St.,
NORRISTOWN. PA.

Made by the best manufuctnrers at the lowest market prices. In allowing 10 per
cent, discount onr margin of profit is very small. We divide the profits with our cus
tomers. Men’s and Youths’ Suits and Overcoats, many with fancy reversible vests, from
¥5 to ¥15.
Our stock Is the largest, styles the latest, and quality the best your money can bny.
Boys’ Knee Pants, Corduroy, Woolen and Worsted, 86c. to ¥1.00. Fine Pants for Men
and Youths in Wool and Worsted, 50c. to ¥5 00. Corduroy, Sweet Orr and other makes,
¥1.50 to ¥L00.
HATS, UNDERWEAR, GLOVES, SHIRTS, In latest styles at bottom prices.
CALL AND SEE US.

^ U T GLASS - -Artistic pieces of real “ Libby” cut glass in
new and unique shapes at special prices
Four-fifths of the offerings are patterns
shown this season for the first time. Quaint
and beautiful designs you are sure to be
charmed with. $2.50 and up.
Handsome Libby Cut Glass Plates. Real
Libby Cut Glass Wine Jugs. Real Libby
Cut Glass Water Bottles. Fine
Libby Cut Glass Vases. Real
Libby Cut Glass Berry
Bowls.
Cut
Glass
Sugar and Cream
ers.

I.

P. W IL L IA M S ,
225 Main Street, and Springer’s Block,

RO Y EESFO BD ,

The Lamp o f Steady Habits
The lamp that doesn’t flare up or smoke, or cause you
to use baa language ; the lamp that looks good when f
you get it and stays good; the lamp that you never, will- f
ingly part with, once you have i t ; that’s
J
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207 BRIDGE ST.,
#
Phosnixville, * Penna. m
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'PHONE 18.
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RELIABLE LUMBER.
Its Importance Is recognized by experi
enced carpenters and builders. They know
that good work can only be done with good
material. We sell

R E L IA B L E L U M B E R .
The cost of this being down to the lowest
it is a potent factor in enabling estimates to
be brought to figures which will defy com
petition .
Get our prices when building.

J . P. S tetler, m anager.
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W . H. GRISTOCK’S SONS
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COLLEGEVILLE, PA.

T H E

In making yonr purchases at
FENTON’S 8TORE. Years of
experience enables the proprietor
to know just what to bny, how
to buy, and bow to sell the thou
sand and more articles kept in
stock in a thoroughly equipped
general store.

—18 THE—

—EVER OPENED IN—

1
1§
1i1
m
1
Cor. Main and Church Sts., §
I1

People are rushing there from every part
and direction, from every town and village,
to buy their CLOTHING, DRY GOODS,
SHOES, and everything in Men’s, Boys’ and
Women’s and Children’s Wear, and they all
claim that never since the existence of Ches
ter county has goods been sold at such un
heard of low prices as that House is selling
at. It will pay well for anybody to go even
50 miles to buy at the Keystone Department
Store just opened, in the OPERA BUILD
ING,

.1

PHtENIXVILLE, PA.

In DRY GOODS, GROCER
IES, DRIED FRUITS, CANNED
GOODS, or in any department of
the big store on the corner yon
will find what you want at the
right price.

Ready-made Pantaloons and
Overalls, Overshoes, and Freed’s
Boots and Shoes are amoDg the
specialties.
Crocked and Glassware, Paints,
Oil, Putty, Hardware.
Gents’ Furnishing Goods in
variety.

I

MAIN S T R E E T ,

iIt

Boys’ Box Calf, ¥1-50 and ¥2.00.
Boys’ Enamel, ¥2.00.
Boys’ Calf, ¥1.25.

H . L. N Y C E .
6 E. Main St.

NORRISTOW N.

AMMUNITION, ETC.
— GO TO —

GEO. F. CLAMER,
— DEALER IN —

HARDWARE
—

AND------

HOUSE FURNISHING
::: GOODS i

P a in t, G lass, P a tty , Varnish,
Etc., Etc.

I now have a complete line of Breech Load
ing Guns. Single Barrel Guns from ¥5.00‘
up. Double Barrel Hammer Guns from
¥9 75 up. Hammerless Guns, made by the'
Baker Gun Co., at ¥24 00. Flobert Rifles
from ¥2.00 op. Gnu Cleaners, Loader Shells,,
etc., etc.
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Agent for New Royal and Service Sewing
Machines, American Field and Ellwood
Lawn Fencing, Poultry Netting, etc. GranI
tine Wall Plaster, Portland, Anchor and Rossendale Cements.

Main Street, Near Depot,
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.

i
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i
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ft

COLLEGIA VILLE, PA.

A WORKING HORNE

Needs harness that’s tough enough to
stand hard wear.

Stroud’s Railroad H ouse,
COLLEGEVILLE, from September 1 to
May 1. Served in all styles. Delivered to
all parts of the town. Orders filled with
promptness. Keystone ’phone No. 12.

Needs harness that’s easily adjusted.
We have harness for all sorts of uses,
and every set Is correct for its special pur
pose.
F - A .3 L .X j P R

I C

E S

Yonr choice of two mountings—nickle or
rubber buggy harness. Good, heavy, well
made goods that seem to be an unusual
bargain for the price. The price on these
in the spring is ¥12.50.
FOR FIFTEEN DOLLARS

For the buggy, for the family carriage, for
the dearborn, for the farmer, for the carte-i
—all at fall prices, ¥2.00 to ¥5.00 less the set.

Shoes and Rubber Goods.
Our Men’s Box Calf Shoe at ¥2 00, is a.
winner. See our line of WOOL BOOTS.
LINOLEUMS and FLOOR OIL CLOTH,
in variety.
Do not forget to see our line of RED*
BLANKETS, from cheapest to the best.

Hats, Caps and Gloves
FOR MEN AND CHILDREN.

H. E. Elston,

Perkiomen Bridge Hotel.

58 an d 60 E ast Main S treet,

or rent.

Dress Goods, Flannels,
Woolens, Cheviots,
and Cassimeres.

Your choice of three mountings, in light
and heavy goods, that simply defy compe
tition—harness that none in this or any
other town has ever placed on sale at an,
HORSE and STABLE BLANKETS and!
such price. Come in, look them over,
notice the quality of leather, the way they PLUSH ROBES, over 40 different stj les toare put together, and the spring price On select from. We claim to h ;ve largest as
sortment of blankets ever shown in Trappe.
these is ¥18.00.
PRICES RIGHT.
A fine line of

HARDWARE, CARPETS, OIL CLOTHS,

shop. Apply a t
I f you have anything to once aAt good blacksmith
BECKMAN’S HOTEL,
sell, advertise it in the Independent.
10-10
Trappe, Pa.

MORE COMPLETE THAN EVER.

Do not miss seeing our line of Flannel
On harness means lower prices than in the
spring. I have made an investment in har ettes and Outings.
ness that means profitable to you. It is
A full line of Suits and Overcoats from
made right here at home, and by hands Sample at Bottom Prices.
that know how to make good harness—H.
Men’s and Ladies’ Fleeced Lined UNDER
B. Lapp, of Bucks county, a maker for 28
years. Every set sti ictly guaranteed, and WEAR in all sizes.
while this lot lasts you can buy
A full line of Men’s, Ladies’ and Child
ren’s
FOR TEN DOLLARS

!
Prime Oysters served in all styles a t
OYSTERS

K T Orders from any p art of the town
promptly filled and delivered.
10-17.
HENRY BOWER, Proprietor.

Our stock of Fall Goods is LARGER and

A FAMILY HORNE

YSTERS !
O
Oysters of the best grades, retail and H A R N E S S - - wholesale, a t

F

R

Needs lighter harness than a working one.

m
Men’s Box Calf Enamel, Goodyear, handsewed, ¥3.00, ¥3.50.
Men’s Enamel, Goodyear, hand sewed, ¥3.75.
Men’s Velour and Box Calf, Goodyear, handsewed, ¥3.50, ¥2 75, ¥3.00.
Men’s Velour and Box Calf, good wearing
and great styles, ¥2.00.

F O

C O L L E G E V IL L E .

IW. P. HUTTON,
It

N e w .

L
A
M
PGO., 38 Park Place A S3 Barclay St., Fbw York.

Heavy Fleeced Underwear for Men,
50c. each, worth 75c.; Grey, part wool,
Underwear for Men at 50, 75 and 85c.
each; Woolen Hose, Fleeced Cotton
Hose, and the latest Fancy Hose for
Men.
This is what we have for THE
BABIES : All-wool Vests, open full
length; Flannel for Bands, Dome!
Flannel for Shirts, Lawn, Laces, Em
broideries, Sacques, Caps, Veils, Mit
tens, Moccasins, Ready-made Slips
and Dresses, Handsome Dresses for
the Christening, Canton Flannel, and
many- other things.
We are now ready with New Flan
nelettes in Stripes and Plain Colors.
Laces, Embroideries, Insertings and
Braids for Trimming, Linings and
all kinds of DRESSMAKERS’ SUN
DRIES. Flannelette Wrappers, Shirt
Waists, and Muslin Underwear, Rib
bons, Hosiery, Baby Caps ; Corsets,
50, 75c. and ¥1; the straight front
corset is the new shape. Working
Shirts, Overalls, Calicoes, Muslins,
Sheetings, and Hair Switches. Irish
Point Scarfs and Shams, Cushion
Covers of the latest designs, and Silks
to work them. Kenaisance Patterns,
Braids, Rings, and Thread. Beantiful
Night Dresses from 59c. up. Men’s
Shirts, Suspenders, Collars, Cuffs,
Ties, Hose, and everything belonging
to Gente’ Furnishings.
Sheets and Pillow Cases made to
order.
Jewelry, Cuff Buttons, Cuff Pins,
Broches, Buckles, etc.

We are H ead q u arters for
A ll H in d s o f H ardw are.
P a in ts, O ils, V arnishes
an d G lass.

P A I N T ! n$$

T H A T

M a d e

Up-to-Date
m
56 Goods for A ll!
$$

We have it for the House, Barn,
or Wagon.

|
1

We are 5PECIALIST5 in the treatm en t of diseases
Lamps. Consultation FREE.

NORRISTOWN, PA,

READY-MIXED

r

We can fill every lamp want. No matter whether you
want a new lamp or stove, an old one repaired or refin
ished, a vase mounted or other make of lamp transform
ed into a N ew R o c h e ste r« we can do it. Let us
send you literature on the subject.

2 1 1 D eK alb St.,

If you want anything in the
tool line come to us and we can
supply you at BOTTOM PRICES.

jf

Xbe JVew Rochester. V&SdSv

THE JEWELER,

TO OLS

_

Other lamps may be offered you as “ just as good ”—
they may be, in some respects, but for all around good
ness, there’s only one. The New Rochester. To make
sure the lamp offered you is genuine, look for the name
on i t ; every lamp has it. (800 Varieties.)

6. L A N Z ,

You assume no risk when you buy Cham
berlain’s Colic, Cbolera and Diarrhoea
Remedy. W. P. Fenton will refund your
money if you are not satisfied after using it.
It is everywhere admitted to be the most
successful remedy in use for bowel com*
plaints and the only one that never fails. It
is pleasant, safe and reliable.

IP.A..

For HOLIDAY PRESENTS—For EVERY DAY USE

Our collection of the latest novelties was
never so complete. Statuary, Bronzes,
Fancy Clocks, Bric-a brae and Decorative
China from the world’s art centers.

>

i

O

TOYS, ETC.,
NORRISTOWN. PA.
Cj*-

REWARD

fJpO Will be paid for information lead
ing to the detection of the person or per
sons guilty of breaking window panes a t
the building of the Collegeville Land and
Improvement Company.
LAND AND IMPROVEMENT CO.

h

Our Grocery Department

**

IS ALWAYS UP TO DATE in quality and
price.
Kiln-dried Corn Meal and Fresh Buck
wheat Flour always on hand.
A large lot of Coarse Salt just received.
Come and see the largest lot of Store
Goods between Norristown and Pottstown.

E. G. Brownback,
*

TRAPPE, PA,
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g THE INDEPENDENT H
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Thursday, Oct. 31, 1901
I 'll l R C II S E R V IC E S .
St. James1Episcopal, Evansburg : Rev. A. J.
Barrow, rector. Services every Sunday. Morn

ing at 10.30, and 7.30 p. m. Sunday School at
2.15 p. m.
St. Paul’s Memorial Protestant Episcopal
Church Parish. Sunday morning at 10.30
o’clock, June to September, inclusive; services
at Union Church, near Audubon. Every Sun
day afternoon at 3.30 o’clock at St. Paul’s, Oaks
Station, also Sunday School at 2.30 o’clock, in
the annex adjoining. Free seats and a very
cordial welcome extended to all. The Rev.
Thompson P. Ege, rector.

5

Lower Providence Presbyterian Church, Rev.
0. R. Brodhead, pastor. Sunday School, 9.30
a. m. Preaching, 10.30 a. m. Y. P. S. C. E., 7
p. m. Preaching, 7.30 p. m.
Lower Providence Baptist Chureh. Preach
ing services 10.30 a. m. and 7.30 p. m., every
Sunday, Rev. Wm. Courson, pastor. Bible
school, 9.30 a. m. Prayer meeting, Wednesday
evening at 7.30. Shannon ville Mission, every
second Sunday evening at 7.30 ; Bible school,
Sundays, at 2.30 p. m.; prayer meeting, Tues
days at 7.30 p.m.; Rev. S. O. Perry, pastor.
Evansburg M. E. Church, Rev. J. P. Rowland
pastor. Services at 11 a. m. and 7.30 p. m.
Sunday School at 9.30 a. m. Prayer service fol
lowing Sunday School.
St. Luke’s Reformed Church, Trappe, Rev.
S. L. Messinger, pastor. Sunday School at
9a. m. Preaching every Sunday at 10.30 a. m.
and 7.30 p. m. Junior Endeavor prayer meeting
Sunday, at 3 p. m. Y P. S. C. E. prayer meet
ing, Sunday, at 0.80 p. m. Congregational
prayer meeting, Wednesday, at 7.30 p. m. All
are cordially invited to attend the services
Augustus Lutheran Church, Trappe. Next
Sunday, 10 a. m., Children’s Day and Reforma
tion services. Music by the Sunday School and
an address by the pastor on the “Life of the
Church.’’
United Evangelical Church, Trappe. Ser
vices next Sunday at Trappe at 10.30 a. m. by
Bev. Jacob Z. G-otwalts, 1.30 p. m at Limerick
and 7.30 p. m. at Zieglersville by Rev. Wm. S.
Kehrer. Revival services will be started on the
evening of November 3d at Zieglersville.
Trinity Church: Wednesday evening, prayer
meeting, at 7.30 o’clock.-■ Saturday: Cate
chetical class, 1.30 o’clock, and preparatory
services at 2.30 p. in, Sunday: Sunday School
at 9 a. m., preaching and the Holy Communion
at 10 o’clock ; the Junior C. E. prayer service at
2, and the Y. P. S. C. E. prayer service, Mr.
Lewis Royer Thompson leader, at 7 o’clock.
‘ In Skippackville Church, Sunday School and
catechetical class at 1.15 o’clock, and preaching
at 2.30 o’clock.

W . C . T. U .

About Potatoes.

The late crop of potatoes being
above the yield anticipated,' and the
fact that in many sections of the
country both the early and late
crops were up to the average, have
furnished sufficient reason for a
drop in the price of the tubers.
Eighty-five cents per bushel is
about the price at present.
B lackberries in O ctober.

Last week <a cluster of ripe and
luscious blackberries was received
at this office from the farm of Samuel
Markley, near Trappe. The fruit
in quality equaled the best berries
that ripened in season two months
ago. Blackberries late in October
are an unusual product, in this lati
tude at least.

H om e and Abroad.
T h e Turf.

i

—Even though
—Your vote may not
—Figure on the side of
—Victory next Tuesday,
—Go to the polls and vote!
—Exercise the elective franchise
and be guided in your action by
your reason, rather than by your
prejudices.
—If your candidates don’t win
this time, perhaps they may be
more fortunate next time;
—So that you may be happy yet,
before you die of very old age.
—Mr. and Mrs. Theodore Hall
man of Downingtown drove through
town Tuesday.
—J. E. Entrekin, a South Pottstown stove dealer, fell from a roof
Saturday and was seriously injured.
—The Ringgold and Germania
Bands, of Reading, have consoli
dated, and it is proposed to have 50
members and make it the greatest
band in the state.
—The United States leads the
world in the amount of its-exports
for the first nine months of 1901,
with a total of $1,024,605,181.
; —J. P. David will resume pork
butchering on Wednesday of next
week, when he will be .. pleased to
supply old customers and new.
—Read the seasonable advertise
ment of Merchant Brownback, of
Trappe, on the editorial page.
—Gray stone coping is being
placed on the lower wing walls of
Perkiomen Bridge.
—Health officials in Philadelphia
declare that there is a decrease in
the number of smallpox cases re
ported. 50,000 persons have been
vaccinated.
—Adam Beyer of Norristown
caught a carp in the Schuylkill
river,. Saturday, that weighed
twenty pounds and four ounces.
—The Pottstown Needlework
Guild made 600 garments for the
poor during the year.
—Failing in their efforts to make
converts the Morman missionaries
have left Reading.
—George H. Newman, of Philadel
phia, lost a pocket book near Lansdale containing $225 and some- rail
road tickets.
—Gaining wisdom bv experience
is the old, old way; but frequently
the amount of wisdom thus obtained
is not within sight of the amount of
experience at hand.
P h ilad elp h ia M arke ts.'

F. Wildman’s Mattie Collins wou
the 2.35 race at the Kinwood track,
Thursday afternoon, in 2.34and 2.33.
The 2.40 and free for-all engage
ments were won by Dr. Weber’s
Wilkestonian and Blue Wilkes ;
fastest mile in 2.29J. The next and
last event for the season will occur
on Thursday, November 7.
Jury Listened to Evidence.

Last Thursday the jury in the
matter of freeing the Perkiomen and
Sumneytown turnpike, from this
borough to Greenlane, heard a large
number of -witnesses against the
freeing of the pike. The jury will
meet again in the near future and
listen teethe arguments of counsel
pro and con.
W edded S ix ty -fiv e Years.

Mr. and Mrs. Simon B. Hauck,
the oldest married couple in Mont
gomery county, celebrated the sixtyfifth anniversary of their marriage
Wednesday of last week at their
home in Perkiomenville. Mr. Hauck
is nearly 93 years old and has been
a school director in his township
since he was 21 years old. He has
never missed attending an election.
T rin ity C hurch.

Services preparatory to the Holy
Communion will be held in the
church of this borough on this com
ing Saturday afternoon, November
2, at 2.30 o’clock, and the catecheti
cal class will meet on the same day
at 1.30 o’clock p. m. Adult baptism
and the sacrament of the Holy Com
munion will be administered Sun
day morning, the 3d prox., at 10
o’clock.
Feed W ire C u t Dow n.

Wire thieves cut down several
hundred feet of feed wire near Conshohocken early Tuesday morning.
It had been cut from the poles and
and the thieves were evidently
frightened off before they could
load their plunder on a wagon.
Superintendent Hoeger has stated
that he was aware that, the wire had
been cut as the circuit was broken
and he was at once notified. When
he arrived the thieves had dis
appeared.
Sm allpox.

A short time ago two hrothers of
Lida M. Schonck of George street,
Norristown, who has been ill with
smallpox, came to reside with their
brother in this borough, along the
Perkiomen. Both were taken sick
and Dr. Horning stated that in his
opinion they manifested symptoms
of smallpox, and it was decided to
remove them at once to Norristown.
The boys were placed in a carriage
and driven to the Schonck residence
on George street, where the Schonck
family is prostrated with the dis
ease. The residence of the brother
in this borough has been placed un
der quarantine. Up to this time he
has not been afflicted with the
disease.

Winter bran, $18.00a$18.75; timo
thy hay, $11.50a$16.00; mixed,
$13.50; roller flour, $2.40 to $3.30;
wheat, 76ia77c.; corn; 63Jc.; oats,
43ic.; beef cattle, 3 | to 6fc.; sheep,
If to3|c.; lambs, 31 to 51c.; hogs, 8|
to 9Jc.; fat cows, 2f to 3Je.; veal
PERSO NAL.
calves, 3J to 7ic.; dressed steers,
Misses
Bertha
Hamer and Mabel
?ia9ie.; dressed cows, 5a6Jc.
Vanderslice spent last week visiting
relatives in this borough.
New Cases of S m allp ox In N o rris 
Fred Koons of Boston, Mass.,
to w n .
visitedhis mother, Mrs. Ann Koons,
Several new cases of smallpox last week..
have developed in Norristown and
Henry D. Grubb spent Sunday at
four houses are now quarantined in
addition to the one in Norriton Freemansburg, Northampton Co.,
township. The Board of Health visiting his brother William Grubb.
have decided that, a municipal hos
Mrs. E. Keelor of Norristown
pital is a necessity, and steps have spent Wednesday of last week with
been taken to secure old Globe Park Miss Maggie Miller, of this borough.
Hotel, at Oakview. In one family
Rev. and Mrs. E. J. Lentz of
four persons are down with the
Royersford attended the foot ball
malady.
game at Ursinus on Wednesday.
Ex-Burgess F. J. Clamer and
How’s T his?
family are expected to arrive at New
We offer One Hundred Dollars Reward for York, on Friday of this week, after
case of Catarrh that cannot be cured spending several months abroad.

% taking Hall’s Catarrh Cure.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Props., Toledo, O.
We, the undersigned, have known F. J.
'Cheney tor the last 15 years, and believe him
Perfectly honorable in all business trans
actions and financially able to carry out any
•obligation made by their firm.
West & Truax, Wholesale Druggists, Toledo,
O Walding, Kiuuan & Marvin, Wholesale
Druggists, Toledo, O.
Hall’s Catarrh Care Is taken internally,
acting directly upon the blood and mucous
surfaces of the system.
Price 75c per bottle. Sold by all drug
gists. Testimonials free,
flail’s Family Pills are the beet.

A Fatal F all.

The monthly meeting of the W. C.
Frank L. Cooper, aged 48 years,
T. U. will be held at the home of of Norristown, was instantly killed
Mrs. E. A. Krusen, November 5, at Thursday afternoon by falling from
2.30 p. m. Members please attend. the roof of a house on Layayette
street. In descending Cooper struck
on his head, dislocating his neck.
Bishop a t St. Ja m es'.
A physician was summoned, hut
Bishop Whitaker of Philadelphia the unfortunate man had been in
will preach and administer com stantly killed.
munion at St. James’ Episcopal
church, Evansburg, next Sunday
Exp lan ation o f a M otto.
morning at 10.30. All invited.
A Kansas newspaper has nailed
to its masthead the motto : “Lie,
A Fast O ne.
Steal, Drink and Swear,” but thé
Andrew Roop,of Norristown, pur editor
adds the following explan
chased the fast three-year-old trot:
ter, Nellie Carroll, by Young Jim, ation : “When you lie, let it be
dam Flora Wilkes by Red Wilkes. down to pleasant dreams ; when you
The mare recently went three exhi steal, let it he away from immoral
bition miles over the half-mile track associates ; when you drink, let it
he pure water ; when you swear,
at Detroit in 2.21i, 2.19, 2.17i.
let it be that you will patronize your
home paper, pay your subscription
Bread and C ake S ale.
and not send your job work away
The Montgomery County Woman’s from home. ”
Suffrage Association will hold a
bread, cake and candy sale in the
A D ish o nest Em ploye.
Y. M. C. A. Hall, Norristown, on
Samuel Lang, baker, Phoenix ville,
Saturday afternoon and eve'ning of
November 9. All goods for sale was robbed of $305, Thursday after
will be first-class home products. noon, by a former employe, named
Louis Horwitz, a Russian Jew who
Everybody invited.
was employed in the bakery about
three weeks ago, and who disap
B uilding an A d d itio n.
peared shortly after the money was
Robert Merrifield, farmer and missed. The money taken was
poultry fancier, of near Trappe, is kept in a bureau drawer in Mr.
having an addition built to his Lang’s room and was the amount
house, including a porch extending taken in from the regular pay day
along the entire front and side of collection, which had been turned
the building. The improvement in too late to be taken to bank.
will add much to the appearance of
Mr. Merrifield’s home.
T h e T each ers H a n k e r fo r N o rristow n

Tot Causes Night Alarm,

“ One l ight my brother’s baby was taken
with croup,” writes Mrs. J. O. Snider, of
Crittenden, Ky. “ It seemed it would
strangle before we could get a doctor, so we
gave it Dr. King’s New Discovery, which
gave quick relief and permanently cured it.
We always keep it in the house to protect
our children from croup and whooping
cough. It cured me of a chronic bronchial
trouble that no other remedy would relieve.”
Infallible for Conghs, Colds, Throat and
Lung troubles. 50c.' and $1.00. Trial bot
tles free at J. W. Culbert’s drug store.

F IR E S .

The Park Hosiery, a two-story
building and two frame houses in
Pottstown were destroyed by fire
Thursday morning. The hosiery
employed over one hundred hands.
A small barn on the Meaney farm,
in Norriton township, a short dis
tance from -Norritonville, was de
stroyed by fire Wednesday after
noon of last week. The flames were
first discovered about 4 o’clock.
The loss will amount to several
hundred dollars. Origin of fii*e un
known.

HOUSE AND HOME.

N E W O R P H A N S ’ CO UR T,

A house is built of bricks and stones, of By F.' G. Hobson, Esq., in Norristown
Herald.
sills and posts and piers ;
B ut a home is built of loving deeds th at
Additional public offices should
stand a thousand years.
not be established unless their need
A house, though but an humble cot, w ith
is
apparent, but when the need is
in its walls may hold
A home of priceless beauty, rich in Love’s here, it is unwise to delay the estab
i eternal gold.
lishment of the position because of

the bench. The present incumbent,
Judge Solly, has shown a firm grasp
of his duty and will make a clean,
intelligent and industrious judge,
whom we all can trust.
The other candidate I am sure
would in the same manner adorn the
position and perform its duties to
the satisfaction of all its patrons.
Whoever is elected, our county need
not fear but that the high character
of our Common Pleas Judges will
be maintained also in our Orphans’
Court.

jp U B L IC SALE OF 45 EXT1CA

Southern Ohio Cows !
AND 15 EXTRA BULLS.

Will be sold a t public sale, on MONDAY,
NOVEMBER 4, 1901, a t Bean’s Hotel,
Sohwenksville, Pa., 45 extra Southern
Ohio fresh cows and a few springers. This
is an extra lot of big, good-shaped cows,
and as baggers and milkers they are second
to none. Also 15 fine bulls. Farmers and
dairymen, if you are looking for some
thing good In the cow or bull line, don’t
miss this sale, as It is of the very best
stock. Bulls will be sold a t 1 p.m. sharp,
and cows a t 1.45 p. m. Conditions by
FRANK SCHWENK.
F. H. Peterman, auct.

the little additional expense. A
growing business constantly calls
for increased expenses. A growing
community demands constantly in
creased facilities for the care and
dispatch of its public business.
G R E A T E S T W O M A N IN A L L
H IS T O R Y .
The only question that is relevant
TR O LLE Y NOTES.
in a discussion of the new Orphans’ From the Chicago Tribune.
FIR ST CAR WENT OVER THE NEW LINE
In answer to the question, “ Who
Court of Moutgomery county is one
TO LIMERICK ON THURSDAY.
J p i IiLIC SALE OF
of reasonable necessity. Absolute is the greatest woman in all his
FROM
OAKS.
Work on the new power house
tory?” put to 200 Macon county
is progressing rapidly. The massive
In the absence of the Rev. J. T. necessity can hardly ever be said
Household Goods!
(Mo.) teachers, Miss Nannie Vickbrick walls of the building will be Meyers Rev. Mr. Conner of Graters- to exist.
Will be sold a t public sale, on THURS
completed in a day or two and with ford filled the pulpit at Green Tree
The people have recognized the roy, of Macon, made a unique an DAY, OCTOBER 31, 1901, a t the residence
in a week the skeleton iron supports church, Sunday morning. He based importance of the Orphans’ Court swer, which was awarded the prize of the undersigned in Evansburg, the fol
lowing Household Goods ! Walnut ward
for the slate roof will be in readi his remarks on that portion of by providing in the State Constitu for its originality. Miss Vickroy robe,
3 bedsteads, 3 bureaus, hall rack,
ness for the carpenters and slaters. Scripture of the first chapter of the
bookcase, oak sideboard, 10 ft. oak dining
Then will come the work of grading, second epistle of Peter, reading the tion for its establishment in the passed over Queen Victoria, Frances table, 6 high-back dining chairs, large
kitchen chairs and
the construction of foundations and first four verses. He paid a fitting larger counties of the State, making Willard, Helen Gould and other wo kitchen lotcupboard,
of Brussels, stair and hall car
the. introduction of heavy machinery, tribute to the congregation of the it mandatory in counties having a men' whose names were the most tables,
pets, fruit jars, earthen crocks, and many
boilers, etc., to fully equip the great Green Tree church, hoped it would population of 150,000, and optional popular, and declared:
articles not mentioned. Sale a t 1 o’clock.
Conditions
by
R. P. BALDWIN,
power plant.
remain the memorial chureh of the where the population falls short.
“ The wife of the Missouri farmer
Agent for Mrs. Darlington Davis.
denomination,
and
like
a
green
tree
In recognition of the reguest of
If it is a good thing for a county of of moderate means, who does her L. H. Ingram, auct.
numerous petitioners a car now ever be alive to the duties set be 150,000, is it not also good for Mont own cooking, washing and ironing;
fore
them.
The
sum
and
substance
leaves Trappe for Norristown every
jp U B L IC SALE OF
morning at 6.30, by order of Super was faith, true, sincere. Said we gomery county with its present brings up a large family of girls
can
love
God,
do
love
him,
but
it
population of 140,000, which by rea and boys to be useful members of
intendent Haeger.
was a sacrifice to love his Son. The
REAL ESTATE
The first car over the extension Jews loved God, but they hated son of its manufacturing interests society, and finds time for her own
AND PERSONAL PROPERTY j
from Trappe to Limerick Square Christ because he taught differently and proximity to one of our largest intellectual and moral improvement
left Trappe about noon on Thursday from the scribes, etc., and He spake cities has far more business than is the ‘greatest woman in all
Will be sold a t public sale, on SATUR
DAY, NOVEMBER 3, 1901, on the prem
last. SuperintendentGeorge Haeger as one with authority. We may the counties of greater population. history. ’ ”
ises in Upper Providence township, Mont
was aboard, of course, and with him have faith in God, yet if we do not
gomery
county, about one mile from
Population
is
not
the
only
criterion
was Dr. Peltz, of Roxborough, a son believe him as he is, believe he is a
Phoenixville, on main road leading to Col
S
H
O
T
N
IA
G
A
R
A
FALLS
IN
A
for
judging
the
county’s
business
of the famous landlord who was at rewarder of all those whodilligently
legeville, a fine farm, containing about 34
At one of the sessions of the one time proprietor of Black Rock seek him, our faith Is not sincere. importance.
acres of land (known as the Samuel Grif
BARREL.
fin farm). The improvements are a stone
county institute at Norristown, last hotel in Upper Providence town Spoke of cheap faith, but that which
The new Court does the Orphans’
Mrs. Annie Edson Taylor, 50 house, with 13 rooms; frame addition.
week, 404 teachers voted in favor of ship. Mr. Hoeger’s little son Harry
pure and sinceréis the only faith. Court work heretofore attended to years old, went over Niagara Falls The house is suitable for two families.
holding next year’s institute at took a lively interest in the jour is
Large and substantial Swiss
If there is no cross, there is no by our two Judges, as well as that
Norristown. 166 voted for Potts ney. Michael O’Day, the super crown.
barn, stone stable high, nicely ar
on the Canadian side Thursday
Rev. Mr. Conner used many
ranged; wagon house, and all .
town. At the same session officers vising boss of the track layers now illustrations, related many, little in done by the auditors. Then com afternoon and survived, a feat never
necessary outbuildings. Wells of
for the ensuing year were elected hustling toward Crooked Hill, and cidents, which forced his arguments paratively few estates received any
water a t house and barn. The
before accomplished, and indeed first-class
as follows: Recording Secretary, Inspector Royer also added their on
buildings
are all in good repair and ad
the attention of his hearers,
W. R. Rahn; Executive Committee, avoirdupois to the freightage of the which is so necessary in a public judicial care. Now all estates pass never attempted except in the de mirably located. There is a frontage on
the road aforesaid for a distance of more
A. D. Eisenhower, Jennie Roberts, car. Just above the township line
more particularly in the under the Court’s scrutiny, thus liberate commission of suicide. She than one-fourth of a mile, enclosed with
H. E. Hartzell, H. H. Beidler, Flor Daniel Linderman, a prominent speaker,
largely
increasing
the
work
of
the
hedge
fence; fences in fair condition. The
made
the
trip
in
a
barrel.
Not
only
pulpit. Christ spoke in parables,
ence Sickle; Registering Secretary, factor in the agricultural, social, and from which morals were drawn for Court.
land slopes gently, is naturally fertile, and
did
she
survive
hut
she
escaped
is in a good state of cultivation. F ruit
P. A. Markley, A. H. Scholl, O. S. political affairs of old Limeriok, was our instruction. Rev. Mr. Conner
and vines in prime of hearing. This
Rosenberger, Nelson Martin, Har invited to join the party. Then the is a very interesting talker. Rev., The separateOrpbans’ Court must without a broken bone, her only trees
property is most desirably situated and is
vey Stout, F. F. Sower.
car sped along smoothly to Limerick Mr. Nyce, of Royersford, preached commend itself to the business com apparent injuries being a scalp a farm well worth the special attention of
munity who desire to see prompt wound one and one-half inches long, buyers.
Square, the present terminus of the in the evening.
and satisfactory settlements of de a slight concussion of the brain,
operation
of
trolley
cars.
The
run
Also a t the same time and place will be
*
Death of an Old Soldier.
Wilmer McCluen and brother, of cedents’ estates.
was most satisfactory in every re
sold the following personal property : Five
some
shock
to
her
nervous
system
Phoenixville,
visited
Green
Tree,
Charles Gensler, aged 68 years, spect, the well ballasted road afford
head of cows, some in profit; farm 4
It is desirable thata Judge should and bruises on the body. She was wagon, milk wagon, farm cart,j
died Saturday of heart disease from ing no occasion for jolts or jars. No Sunday.
mowing
machine, binder, horse rak
which he had suffered for a long wonder that Mike with hands
Harry Sell, of Rahns, cut his left examine every account and decide conscious when taken out of the grindstone, emery wheel, boring machine;
time, at the residence of Dr. and gloved for zero, weather, was de foot badly with an adze while dress the distribution. Many estates are barrel. The doctors Thursday night double and single harness, cornsheller,
Mrs. S. B. Horning, Evansburg. lighted, for he had bossed the job of ing floor beams for the Schuylkill distributed by the parties or a said that she would probably be cider mill, grain drill, wheelbarrow, hay
ladders, corn drill, sled corn marker, plow,
Deceased had resided for a number track laying, in the language of both bridge, Perkiomen R. R.
friend not learned in the law, and out of bed within a few days. Mrs. hoe harrow, springtooth harrow, double
of years, with Dr. Horning and Ireland and Italy. The appearance
cultivator, land roller, sleigh, post spade,
family. He was a bachelor and of the car at Limerick Square was
The young clubites who came up many mistakes are made in the man Thylor’s trip covered a mile ride forks, rakes, shovels, hoes, and all kinds
of tools usually about a farm; also milk
served for three years as member of greeted with many expressions of here from Norristown to spend ner of distribution. This Court will through the Canadian rapids before cans
dairy fixtures, double and single
Company G., 45th Regiment, N. Y. gratification and three special trips Saturday, enjoyed themselves nut see that every heir and legatee gets she reached the brink of the 148- trees,and
chains of every' description, a lot of
Infantry, and sustained a wound between Limerick Square and ting and in having a good time all his just due. Ignorance will give
chickens, about 5 acres of com by the
foot precipice.
shock, about 13 tons of hay; also a num
that necessitated the amputation of Trappe were made to afford all around.
way
to
intelligent
and
certain
dis
ber of articles not mentioned will be sold.
the first and second finger of his comers a free ride. Dinner was
Miss Batley, of Philadelphia, is tribution. Every person who de
A credit of 90 days on $30 and upwards.
left hand. The funeral was held served at D. M. Kline’s hotel, and visiting
Sale to commence a t 1 o’clock, p. m.
, TH R E E FAM OUS H YM N S.
Miss Grace Meyers, Green
N. H. LARZELERE.
Tuesday, services and interment at it was a dinner to be remembered. Tree.
sires to cover erroneous distribu
^
J.
G. Fetterolf, auct. R. P. Baldwin, clerk.
SOMETHING
ABOUT
HOW
THEY
CAME
TO
the Lutheran church and cemetery, Mrs. Kline, the good wife of the
tion, whether resulting from ignor
Contractor and builder Charles
Trappe. Comrades L. H. Ingram, proprietor, more than sustained her
BE WRITTEN.
Abram Landis, S. S. Augee, Jacob excellent reputation as a first-class Boileau has had his residence fixed ance or from design, will be opposed
s t a t e n o t ic e .
*“
JE S U S , LOVER OF MY SOUL.
Stern and Enos Poley, served as caterer. The hospitality of both up quite nicely. A new coat of to the new court.
E state of John Naille, late of Upper"
paint
adds
to
its
appearance.
Providence
township,
Montgomery
“The law’s delay” is proverbial.
pall-bearers. J. L. Bechtel had host and hostess was much ap
One day Charles Wesley was sit deceased. Letters testamentary county,
on the
charge of the remains.
No
court
gives
this
old
saw
the
lie
preciated, and helped to make the
ting by an ^>pen window, looking above estate having been granted the un
John B. Dettra has been remodel
opening of trolley traffic on the new ing the lower rooms of Dr. Rambo’s so surely as a separate Orphans’ over the beautiful fields, when he dersigned, all persons indebted to said
are requested to make immediate
line a memorable event.
residence, and paint and paper has Court. Under the old practice, if saw a little bird pursued by a estate
M a rk e t W ag o n U p set.
payment, and those having legal claims,
the same w ithout delay to
A trolley car, making hourly trips been added.
an account was filed November 10th, hawk. The poor thing, weak and to present
Reuben Haldeman, a farmer of between
JOHN WANNER, Executor,
Trappe
and
Limerick
say,
it
would
not
be
advertised
un
Royersford, Pa.
Lower Providence, met with an un Square is now in daily operation,
frightened, in seeking to escape
John B. Dettra’s \old grey mare
his attorney, Harvey L. Shomo, Nor
fortunate accident on his way to the leaving Limerick Square at twenty Kate has been turned over to the til. the following February, would from its enemy, flew into the room Orristown,
Pa.
soap fat man, the Mont Clare dead- lie for exceptions and confirmation
Norristown market, early Tuesday minutes before each hour.
atory ; fat and tallow to be used in until the second Friday of March and found refuge in Wesley’s bos
morning. He had reached Trooper
s t a t e n o t ic e .
om. As the poet was then in great
The work of track building is oleomargarine.
when his horse became frightened
state of Jesse H. Peterman, late of
term ; then an auditor would be ap trouble and needed the safety of a UpperEProvidence
at one of the large coils of wire moving forward rapidly and it is
Montgomery
Hallow’een this Thursday night. pointed ; he would advertise three refuge, the consolation of help from county, deceased. township,
along the roadway left there by probable that the extension to the
Letters of adm inistra
tion on the above estate having been
Schuylkill Valley Traction Company, tracks of the Pottstown Company
Election day next, and the fellow weeks and in the most expeditious a higher power than his own, the granted
the undersigned, all persons in
employes. The animal swerved to will be completed before the first of who gets the most votes will surely manner could file his report and incident seemed a divine message debted
to said estate are requested to
one side and upset the vehicle the year 1902.
make immediate payment, and those hav
be elected.
have it argued before the court at and thus inspired, he wrote the ing legal claiips, to present the same with
strewing eggs, butter and produce
out delay to
along the roadway. Mr. Haldeman
Saturday night was a beautiful the May Argument Court, just six famous hymn.
ANN MARIÂ PETERMAN,
From Areola.
captured the horse before it had
moonlight night, and Sunday a fair, months elapsing. If there were any
Administratrix,
t h e r e ’s A LAND THAT IS FAIRER
gone far but his eggs and other
9-13
Trappe, Pa.
Francis Dewane, the only son of warm day.
delay of even a few weeks, it would
THAN DAY.
articles were almost all ruined. Mr. and Mrs. J. Dewane, who was
go
over
to
September
court
of
1902.
Rev. Mr. Ege, rector of St. Paul’s
With what he could gather up Mr. seriously ill with typhoid fever, is
In 1867 this hymn known as “ The
eport
Memorial church, will conduct ser All this time parties entitled would
Haldeman went to market so not to able to sit up.
be
out
of
their
money.
In
very
Sweet
By and By,” was written in B A N K OOFF STOHHJWt ECNOKNSDVITILIOL EN, AOTF S OTHHWE E NN KA STVIOILNLAEL,
vices
at
said
church
on
Friday
disappoint his customors, bnt many
many contested eases, audits have Elkhom, Wisconsin, by Fillmore I N T H E S T A T E O F P E N N S Y L V A N IA , A T T I I E
Quite a number of persons in this evening in commemoration of All extended
were short of their usual Tuesday
C L O S E O F B U S IN E S S , S E P T E M B E R 30, 1901.
over a year or more.
Saints Day. He would like to have
vicinity have been vaccinated.
morning allowance.
Under the new court the account Bennett, who was associated with
all the Sunday school scholars of
RESOURCES.
Jerry Dewane’s crop of potatoes St. Paul’s attend said meeting and filed November 10th would be ad J. P. Webster in arranging a new
Loans
and
discounts...........................
14
is enormous, some of the larger bring flowers with them, or only vertised and called for audit the collection of hymns. Webster was Overdrafts, secured and unsecured ... $239,087
U R S IN U S C O L L E G E N O T E S .
469 72
third
Tuesday
of
December;
in
all
U.
S.
bonds
to
secureoirculation........
40,000
00
specimens weighing 21 pounds.
one white flower, and the next day
nervous, sensitive and easily dis
Great enthusiasm was shown at
securities, e tc.,....................... 139,900 00
probability it would be completed couraged. One day, when very Stocks,
place
them
on
the
graves
of
the
Bankinghouse,
furniture
and
fixtures,
6,600
00
the foot ball game played on the
Our postmaster, Mr. Kopple, is dead who are buried in the ceme that week and adjudication of the
Due from National Banks (not re
blue,
he
went
into
Bennett’s
office,
Ursinus gridiron last Wedneday placing a new counter in his store tery
serve
agents)................................
2
361
66
adjoining the chapel. This is Judge filed before January 1st.
Due from approved reserve agents. .. 6,349 »6
afternoon. The home team defeated room. Dr. Shrawder is doing the a most
There are accountants who desire and when asked “What’s the mat Checks
and other cash Items,...........
310 62
beautiful suggestion.
Haverford with a score of 11 to 5. work.
of other National Banks...........
702 00
the delay, and managed to secure it ter now, it will be all right by and Notes
Fractional
paper
currency,
nickels
We have referred to large crops under previous conditions.
Both teams were in a crippled con
cents........................................
43117
by.” The idea flashed into Ben L A W F and
of corn, potatoes, etc., but we have
dition. Touchdowns were made by
U L M O N EY R E S E R V E IN B A N K , V IZ :
Again, under the old system, a
Item s From Trappe.
............................. 24,806 26
still another crop of the largest great deal of blackmail was carried nett’s mind, as he then expressed Specie,
Brown and Long. Faringer kicked
Legal tender notes, .......
890 00 26,696 26
the goal for Ursinus. “Drinker of
fund with 17. S. Treas
The trolley cars are running to potatoes we ever saw with few, very on under the guise of law ; many it, was “ The Sweet By and B y !” Redemption
urer
(6
per
cent.,
of
circulation)
2,ooo 00
Haverford scored a goal from the Limerick Square from this place few small potatoes, raised by Dan false claims against estates were “ Why wouldn’t that make a good
Boyér,
on
the
Perkiomen
Brick
field.
T otal,..............................................$462,80730
every hour. Fare for round trip, 20
paid by heirs and executors rather
Plant’s farm. Three hundred bush than subject their estates to the hymn?” Turning to a a table he at
The second team met the Alpha cents.
LIABILITIES.
once
wrote
the
words
;
Webster
els
to
an
acre
and
a
half.
We
fol
Parish team of Norristown on the
Jacob K. Miller is employed as lowed one round of the potato dig greater expense and delay of an jotted down the music as if inspir Capital stock paid in..............................$100,00000
Surplus fund,................
100,000 00
home ground last Saturday after conductor for the S. V. T. Companv. ger and it was a sight to Bee the audit. Now there is no reason for
profits, less expenses and
ed. Half an hour later the two Undivided
such settlements. •
noon. The score was 5-5.
taxes paid..................................... 10,617 88
potatoes
on
either
side,
and
in
the
Certainty and promptness are musical friends entered the room National Bank notes outstanding...... 40,000 00
car leaving here at 6.30 made rows laying as thick as could be,
The Zwihglian Society is making itsAfirst
Due to other NatlonaLBanks,..................
13325
now attained. Every heir and and it was sung by the quartet.
trip,
on
Monday
morning.
Dividends unpaid, . .T............................
89700
arrangements for its annual open The car is run more especially to and you could pick a bushel, or claimant has a right to receive his
Individual
deposits
subject
to
check,..
211,159
22
meeting which will be held the 22d accommodate those who work oiit of rather a ton, in short order. The money at the earliest practicable
HOLD THE FORT, FOR I AM COMING. .
T o tal,............................................. $462,80730
of November.
finest
crop
of
potatoes
ever
raised.
town but unfortunately very few of The early crop was a failure, hut moment. Everything that attains
In October, 1864, Allatoona Pass,
this end is in the interest of the a defile in the mountains of Georgia, State of Pennsylvania, County I
A Tuesday Night Club has been the workmen patronized it. It is the
late
crop
made
up
for
it
in
the
of Montgomery,
$ ss"
organized by the students of the certainly not very encouraging to biggest crop of the largest kind of people.
I, John G-. Trizer, Cashier of the above
Under the old system, the lawyers was guarded by General Corse with named bank, do solemnly affirm that the above
English department. At the first the company and more especially potatoes. But bide your time and
is true to the best of my knowledge
meeting on Tuesday night, the when even one of the prime movers wait until John Shull quarries his were the judges as auditors. Under 1500 men. It was a strong strategic statement
and belief.
following officers were elected: in the early car project failed to potatoes, and we’ll tell you how the new, a judge who devotes all his point, and moreover, a million and
JOHN G. PRIZER, Cashier.
time to this special line becomes a half of rations were stored there. Subscribed and affirmed to before me this 7th
President, Matterness ’02, Vice patronize it.
many tons avordupois weight he proficient, rapid and painstaking;
President, Hoffsommer ’03, Secre
day of October, A. D., 1901.
Benjamin Garber, Mrs. M. will have to the square yard.
JONATHAN B. GRUBB,^ST. P.
under the old system the litigant Fresick, the Southern General, with Correct—A ttest:
tary, Krebs ’02, and Treasurer, G. Mrs,
Keelor
and
Miss
Lillian
T.
Hobson ’03. The President ap Miller represented the Lutheran
How shocked we are. The Presi paid the judge’s (auditors) salary, 6000 men, attacked the garrison and
HENRY W. KRATZ,
pointed Haines ’03 chairman of the Missionary Society at the annual dent of this great nation givin’ over under the new, THE STATE AT drove the defenders into a small
HENRY H. FETTEROLF, SDirectors.
program committee with Miss Convention held at St. Peters and dedicated to freedom and lib LARGE PAYS THE SA LA RY; fort on the crest of the hill. The
JOHN P. KLINE, '
erty, dining with a colored man. there is no more reason why the battle was fierce; the Northern sol
Moser ¡’02 and Graber ’03 as his church at Stowe.
Why, its almost as bad as treason. litigant in the Orphans’ Court
assistants.
r i n ; to g u n n e r s .
Rev.
W.
O.
Fegeley
assisted
at
The 10th U. S. colored troops saved should pay the Judges’ salary, than diers fell in such numbers that N *o The-undersigned
hereby give notice
E. P. Gresh and wife of Norris the Longaker-Rahn nuptials last the
further
fighting
seemed
folly.
But
to
compel
a
litigant
in
the
Common
Rough
Riders
at
San
Juan
Hill,
th
a
t
gunners
and sportsmen are forbidden
town were among the visitors who week.
to trespass upon their premises in quest of
Pleas
to
do
the
same.
In
either
and
one
favor
begets
another,
and
one
of
Corse’s
officers
caught
sight
witnessed the Ursinus-Haverford
gam e:
A number of our boys and men beyond this who has a better right case the losing party pays the wit of a white signal flag fluttering in
game.
Wm. Prizer, Collegeville.
A. D. Reiff,
“
went to Limerick Centre on Satur to dine a colored man ? It is most ness fees as in the Common Pleas. the breeze on the top of the Kenesaw
Justice
is
thus
free
as
the
Consti
D. H, Grubb,
“
unbecoming
for
a
U.
S.
Senator
to
day
night
to
participate
in
ah
old
R E M E D Y FOR SM A LLPO X.
Mountain, across the valley, 15 David Buckwalter, Collegeville.
fashioned serenade. As the car give utterance to the expression tution declares it should he.
C. Prizer,
“
Economy in public expenditure is miles away. The signal was an F.
One grain of sulphate of zinc, one left too early they had to come home that one thousand niggers must be
H. K. Boyer, Lower Providence and
Skippack.
grain of fox-glove—sometimes called minus the so much desired re killed to wipe this stain from our very commendable, but efficient swered, and then came the inspir
U pper Providence.
digitalis; mix with two tablespoon freshments.
country’s escutcheon.
Senator public administration of justice is* ing message from mountain to J acobC.Weidenbach,
E. Longacre,
“
Tillman may be a man of massive far more important than the saving mountain: “Hold the fo rt; I am Mrs.
fuls of water; when thoroughly
Davis
Raudenbush,
“
Mrs. E. Beckman, of Trappe, is intellect, hut be talks' too much of a few dollars of tax. The appeal
mixed, add four ounces water.
D. H. Casselberry, Lower Providence,
Skippack, and Upper Providence.
Take a teaspoonful every hour for visiting Mrs. Murry Moore and through his hat for one to believe to the prejudice and cupidity of the coming.—W. T. Sherman,” Cheer
Mrs. G. W. Seanor, of Indiana his brain is properly balanced. I t ’s tax-payer does not carry very great after cheer went up, and though
Theo. Hallman, Lower Providence.
twelve hours.
M.
A.
Fry,
“
“
not at all necessary to say he lacks weight to the intelligent citizens of hopelessly Reduced in numbers they
If the directions of tins recipe are county, Pa.
Peter Saylor,
“
“
our
county.
The
schoolmaster
has
Dr. S. M. Plush,
“
followed there will no longer be any
Reformation services in the wisdom, which is most essential in
did hold the fort for hours until the
Frank Deeds,
“
“
need of sore arms during a small Lutheran church on Sunday morn a U. S. Senator. It is not necessary been abroad, the colleges are open.
Dr.
M.
Y.
Weber,
“
“
advance
guard
of
Sherman’s
army
pox epidemic. At least so asserts ing. The Sunday School will render to be black to be a “ nigger,” for It now actually costs less for small
Mary Ann Davis,
'“
“
the actions of many white men estates in fees than under the old came to thsir relief. Six years later’ J. K. Harley, Trappe.
Mother Marie Josephs, a Sister of a program.
system,
leaving
out
entirely
cases
A. W. Zollers, Skippack.
P. P. Bliss, the evangelist, heard
Charity, connected with St. Joseph’s
Reiff has quit his position proves the contrary.
requiring audits. The only ad the story in all its vivid detail from
Orphan asylum, at Seventh and as Howard
The
vindication
of
Admiral
Schley
hostler
at
the
Fountain
Inn.
ditional charge is $3.00 for adju
Spruce streets, Philadeldhia.
ASITED.
a complete vindication of his dication. That is more than saved a soldier friend, and then wrote the
A boy about 17 years old to learn
Not only is the person who takes Cal Rushong has taken his place. is
actions
in
the
great
sea
fight,
and
words
and
me
of
this
famous
in
smaller
charges
for
letters
of
ad
light
trade in Norristown. Apply at
Charles Shingle of Roxborough is proves him to be the hero of the
this mixture immune from smallpox,
hymn.
10-34.
THIS OFFICE.
ministration
and
filing
account.
but it is even said to cure the dis visiting D. M. Fulmer.
fight.
Representing both the legal and
ease in its most violent stages and,
Mrs. D. M. Fulmer went to Rox
ANTED
We noticed a small naptha launch business interests, being largely
indeed, to create immunes to all borough on Saturday to spend a few
What’s Your Face W orth?
Immediately, a t our Foundry a t
interested in the speedy settlement
in
the
river
about
one
o’clock
Sun
contagious diseases.
n, Pa., a number of young men
days with her daughter.
Sometimes a fortune) but never) if you Pottstow
day morning. Said boat glided of estates, having at all times the
The efficacy of this medicine is at
and
boys,
the ages of 14 and 35,
a sallow complexion, a jaundiced look, to learn between
Miss Anna Garber purchased the swiftly and noiselessly up the dam interests of our wards and cestui have
Core Making and Moulding.
tested by the cures of the sister and
moth
patches
and
blotches
on
the
skin,
all
positions to satisfactory per
close to the Montgomery county que trusts as of paramount import signs of Liver Trouble. But Dr. King’s Permanent
likewise by her predecessor, Mother Peterman property for $1300.
Apply either in person-or by letter
being anxious and ready in New Life Pills give Clear Skin, Rosy Cheeks, sons.
Gonzaga. During the last few weeks
to
STANLEY G. FLAGG & CO.,
The season for rabbit shooting shore, to beyond the railroad, turn ance,
ing speed down along the Chester time to make immediate payment of Rich Complexion. Only 25 cents at J. W.
Stowe (Pottstown) Mtg. Co., Pa.
a large quantity of the medicine has will open on Friday.
10-17-4t.
county shore. Rather cool for a estates when terminated, I have no Culbert’8 drug store.
been made by Mother Josephs and
Chris Detwiler was ‘working for boat ride, and so we concluded it other interest in this question ex
distributed to many applicants.
It would be wise however to have Henderson Supplee at Conshohocken was a fish commissioner patrol boat. cept to further the best interests of
ANTED.
KALE !
the people and of those I represent. W JF irst-class saw mill hand who I NOR
the prescription carefully prepared last week.
" Registered Guernsey bull, 9 months ;
I
have
from
the
first
been
in
favor
owns
mill,
to
make
contract
for
about
by thé family physician or a drug
large
(registered)
white Yorkshire boar, 6
Ephriam Slough candidate for
days work near Norristown. Ad months; two crossed on Chester White,
A Fiendish Attaek.
of the new court. I have had the sixty
gist since the drugs involved are District Attorney was in town on
dress
w
ith
full
particulars
“X.
Y.
Z.,
6 months ; Barred Plymouth Rock cock
poisonous.
Monday.
An at’ack was lately made on C. F. Col pleasure of appearing before the Office of Collegeville Independent.” •
erels. Ali fine.
10-31-3t.
lier of Cherokee, Iowa, that nearly proved Orphans’ Court in Philadelphia and
LITTLE MEADOWS FARMS,
Next Tuesday is election day. fatal. It came through his kidneys. His Berks county, where the courtesy
10-10.
Collegeville, Pa.
Everybody exercise their citizen back got so lame he could not stoop with of the Judges and the expedition in
Stepped Into Live Goals.
out
great
pain,
nor
sil
in
a
chair
except
OLLEGEVILLE
NEWS
STAND
ship.
“ When a child I burned my foot fright
propped by cushions. No remedy helped disposal of cases make it a pleasure
Daily and Sunday papers, periodicals, I NOR RENT.
fully,” writes W. H. Eads, of Jonesville,
|
him un^ii he tried Electric Bitters, which to appear. Since the establishment
magazines, etc., for sale. Orders for books, ; A- house in
V»., “ which caused horrible leg sores for
When you have no appetite, do not relish effected such a wonderful change that be of the new eourt in( Montgomery papers, reading material, etc., taken, rooms; in excellent repair. Apply to
30 years, but Bucklen’s Arnica Salve wholly your food and feel dull aft r eating you may writes be feels like a new man. This mar county, my conviction of its neces promptly supplied. Segars, tobacco, pipes, 10-17.
W. J. OGDEN, Ironbridge, Pa.
cured me after everything else failed.” In
&c. Candies in variety. F ruit in season.
velous medicine cures backache and kidney,
fallible for Burns, Scalds, Cuts, Sores, know that you need a dose of Chamberlain’s trouble, purifies the blood and builds up sity has grown.
Papers served by carrier through College
Either
of
the
gentlemen
named
for
Stomach
and
Liver
Tablets.
Price
35
cents.
rN ET YOUR P o sters Printed a t
Bruises and Piles. Sold by J. W. Culbert,
ville.
S. S. AUGEE,
your health. Only 50c. at Culbert’s drug
i~T
ti>r» TusVeperadlent o w e * .
Newsdealer.
druggist. 35 cents.
the office would be an ornament to 10-I7-3m.
Samples free at Fenton’s store.
store.
The men of earth build bouses—halls and
chambers, roofs and domes—
,
B ut the women of the earth—God know s!
—the women build the homes.
Eve could not stray from Paradise, for,
oh, no m atter where
Her gracious presence lit the way, lo I
Paradise was there.
—Nixon Waterman.

E

E

R

C

R A IL R O A D S .

The Art of Photographing Birds.

Strangely enough, It is not always
the more rare and shy birds which are
most difficult to photograph, but, on
the contrary, very common and usual
ly unsuspicious species, when ap
proached with photographic Intent,
are exceedingly wary. This Is the case
Engines Burn Hard Coal—No Smoke with
our familiar robin and also with
the kingbird or bee martin. Time and
IN EFFECT NOVEMBER 25,1900.
again have 1 spent an entire afternoon
endeavoring to photograph this saucy
Trains* L eave C ollegeville.
flycatcher, but without avail, and it is
F or P erkiom en J u n ct io n , B rid gepo rt
only very recently that I succeeded in
a n d P h ila d e lph ia —Week days—6.26, 8.12
11.80 a. m.; 5.59 p. m. Sundays—6.39 inducing one to sit for his portrait,
u. m.; 6.13*p. m.
and even he condescended to do so
F or Allen to w n —Week days—7.14,10.05 only when his fatherly solicitude was
m.; 3.19, 6.36, p. m. Sundays—8.30 a. aroused and I disturbed the peace of
m.; 7.39 p. m.
his young family. On the other hand,
T rains For C ollegeville.
bluejays, which are notoriously wild,
L eave P h ila d e lph ia —-Week days—6.06, I have had no difficulty with provided
8.58 a. m.; 1.36, 5.21, p. m. Sundays—7.06 the time chosen was late summer ^or
a. m.; 6.21 p. m.
early autumn. I find that at this sea
L eave Br id g epo rt —Week days —6.43, son they readily approach within
9.36 a. m.; 2.19, 5.59, p. m. Sundays—7.45 range of my lens If their cries are
а. m.; 6.59 p. m.
Leave Perkiom en J u nction —Week days imitated while in hiding. Many birds
—7 00, 9.51 a. m.; 2.58, ¡6.20, p. m. Sun have fiahits which greatly facilitate
days—8.13 ii. m.; 7.22 p. m.
matters once they are learned.—A. H.
L eave A llen to w n — Week days —4.25, Verrlll ' in Frank Leslie’s Popular
б.
55,9.45 a. rn.; 4.35 p. m. Sunday—4.35
Monthlva. m.; 4.35 p. m.

Philadelphia &
Reading Railway

ATLANTIC CITY DIVISION.
IN EFFECT SEPTEM BER

17, 1901.

Leave Philadelphia, Chestnut Street wharf
and South Street wharf, for Atlantic City :
Weekdays—Express,9.00,10.45 a m., 2.00,
4.00,5.00, $5 40, 7 15, p. m. Accommo
dation, 6 00 a. ra , 6.30 p. m. Sundays—
Express, 8 00, 9.00, 10.00 a. m , 7 15 p. m.
Accommodation, 6 00 a. m., 5 OOp. m. $1.00
Excursion, Sunday, 7 30 a. m.
Leave Atlantic City Depot—Weekdays—
Express, 7 00, 7 45, 8.20, 10.15 a m., 2.50,
5.30, 7.30 p m Accommodation, 7.05 a.m.,
8.50 p. rn. Sundays—Express, 4.30, 5.00,
6 30, 7 30 p m. Accommodation, 7.15 a. m.
4 32 p. m.
Parlor cars on all express trains.
LEAVE PHILADELPHIA.

USE

: VEGETABLE DIARRHOEA MIXTURE

the

2 5

O E 3 S T T S

SURE CORN CURE,

ment,” said the latter, and to Washing
ton It went, to be returned by the next
mall with a memorandum attached
Insure Your Title.
saying that an error had been made
In the charge, “the government con
DON’T CARRY THE R ISK YODRSELF.
tract calling for coal at $3 a ton.” And
that Is aU the smart Jerseyite ever re
Title Insurance is Cheaper than the Old
ceived.—New York Press.
System of Counsel’s Opinion, and

------- S O L D

WEST EN D

Geo. F. Clamer,
CONTRACTOR FOR

Heating
Apparatus
In Steam, Hot
W ater, and
Hot Air.
Sauitary Plumbing and Gas F ittin g ' in all its
Mercer Boilers, A ctive F ortune Ranges,-^
Cottage Boilers, Gas and Gasoline Engines ; Rider,
and E rrie sso n ’8 H o t Air Pum ping Engines.

Brandies.

M A IN S T ., C O L,L,EG EV IL<I j E , P A .

it G r a t i f y i n g

702 704 W. Marshall St.
'+

While it costs us lots of hard work to prepare
the display we feel well repaid and highly compli
mented by the thousands of friends and customers
who showed their confidence in our advertisements
and business methods by their presence, and whose
liberal patronage in the past has made this business
possible.
To all these we extend our hearty thanks, and
invite the public to go through our store at all times.

The Suit, Cloak
----------------------------

Jacket Department
IS NOW FULL AS IS OUR

DRESS - GOODS - STOCK-

(Successor to John S. Kepler,)

Undertaker ** Embalmer
T R A P P E , PA.

I will have the assistance of Daniel Shuler,
an undertaker of many years’ experience,
and shall spare no effort to meet the fullest
expectations of those who will entrust me to
serve them.
l55“ Will meet trains at all Stations. Or
ders received by telephone or telegraph. 5 2

U r e a t S l a u g h t e r i n P r i c e s !.-Fo>
the next 30-days I will reduce Hand-made
Harness to Factory Prices. Any one order1ng harness in the next Stf days may have the
benefit of these prices,—everything else in
proportion. Blankets, Saddles, Bridles, Boots,
Whips, Stable Brooms, Combs, Brushes, etc
Also a lot of choice grade Cigars. Boi
trade a specialty.

W . E. JOHNSON,
PROVIDENCE SQUARE, PA

When in Norristown, Pa.,
STO P AT T H E

RAMB0 HOUSE,
(Opposite Court House).
-----oOo——
First-class Accommodations for Man
and Beast.

Stabling for 100 horses. Rates reasonable.
Both English and German spoken.
-----oOo-----

P. K. Gable, Proprietor.

A Harvester Built on a New Princi
ple-Good on Smooth, Fine Lands.

BRENDLINGERS

SOMETHING

m

-------T O -------

QROW ^

NOTHING BUT BIST

Coal, Lumber,
ANI»

A L esson In W a sh in g .

Am en d m en t

A

BO U T J

F

E

E

D

.

W m . H. Gristoek’s Sons,
C O

E V

I L L E ,

lE L A ..

a s i I■fln n e r l a t i

1

\-

I

t o t h e c o n s t it u t i o n

L L E G

UP-TO-DATE STYLES AND THOUSAND TO

The Best Way to Tie a Bad.

We have before us two articles on
budding, and they are correct, well
written and practical. However, as a
result of long experience in the opera
tion, we believe we can improve on
these or any other method of tying,
says Texas Farm and Ranch. The tie,
whether of bast, split rush of what not,
should be about one-fourth inch wide.
Having Inserted the bud and cut away
any part of the bark that may project
above the horizontal cut, take the tie
between the thumb and first finger of
each band, place it flatly across the
cut above the bud, by a slight lateral
motion force It down close to the bud,
pass the ends back, cross and bring
them forward, crossing over the slit,
and back again, and tie with a single
knot; or, if the slit is too long to be
well covered thus, bring the ends of the
tie to the front again and tie Over the
lower part of the cut. This is the best
and fastest method we ever tried.

The Norristown Title, Trust and Safe Deposit Co.-Capital r $250^00
Main and DeKalb Sts., Morristown, Pa.
M ONTGOM ERY

E V A X S , P r e s id e n t.
F. G . U O illSO N , T r e a s u r e r a n d T r u s t Officer.

PAYS 3 PER CENT. Interest on Time Deposits. PAYS 2 PER CENT. Interest on Active
Accounts. Acts as Executor, Trustee, Guardian, Assignee, Committee, Receiver, Agent, and in
all trust capacities. Becomes Surety for those acting in fiduciary relations. Insures Titles toReal
Estate and mortgages. Insures certified general searches. Rents Boxes in burglar proof vaults
Send for book with full explanations.

A V ery Im portant M atter
For Farmers to know is where to get the BEST CHOPPING
done and where to get a full line of the BEST FEED, such as Wheat
Bran, Corn Bran, No. 1 Sugar Feed, Linseed Meal, Oats, Cracked Corn,
Oats Feed for plenty milk, etc., etc., at the lowest Gash prices.
You will find it at

Clamer’s Collegeville Grist Mills,
Lately remodeled and put in fine shape for business. Come and inspect.
We will be glad to see you, and supply your WANTS at short notice.
Respectfully,

F. J. CLAMER.

EMIL KLAUSFELDER, Manager.

^

E N T E R P R IS E

Marble m Granite W orks.
ROYERSFORD, PA.

B. H. BR EIH O F, Proprietor.

(Formerly H. E. Brrndt.)

Monuments and Headstones. Ornamental Railings.
To enumerate all the different classes of work I handle would require too
much space ; let it be sufficient to REMIND YOU that your orders for ANY
THING in the MONUMENT LINE from a MARKER to the LARGEST VAULT
or MAUSOLEUM will receive the most careful and intelligent consideration.
PRICES QUOTED ON ANY KIND OF WORK.

THE OLD STAND
E stab lish ed

W m . C. H A R T H ’S

BAKERY

- • 1875.

C O L L E G E V IL L E , PA.

Hint. From The Farm Journal.

Arrange the trough so that the lambs
cannot climb in and soil the grain with
their feet. Place a rack over the
trough so that the lambs can put their
heads through to get the grain.
Three minutes a day per cow to
clean her off will be appreciated and
paid for in the milk pail. Use the
brush gently. Don’t be afraid to use
plenty of clean bedding and absorb
ents.

FIRST-CLASS

Choice Bread

B R E A

Cakes

C

Who has had years of experience in bak
eries
of first grade. All kinds of plain and
Full assortment of Cakes and Confection
ery always on hand. Ice Cream and Water fancy cakes on hand or supplied on special
Ices. Special attention given to supplying orders.
Weddings and Parties.
ICE CREAM and WATER ICES in sea
son.
JOHN H. CU STER,
Every effort will he made to please
29ju.
COLLEGEVILLE, PA. customers. Patronage solicited.
no29

The
Roberts
M achine

FARMERS, CALL AND SEE
w

ITHE HOMES&♦!

A n

THE ONLY GENUINE“
AN ENGLISH POTATO HARVESTER.

In England and is said to work satis
factorily is Illustrated by The Rural
New Yorker, which says:
This machine digs, cleans, sorts and
delivers the potatoes into baskets. The
separator part works on the same prin
ciple as the ordinary grain thrasher, so
that those who use It may properly
speak of thrashing their potato crop.
There is apparently nothing to pre
vent small stones or hard lumps of dirt
from getting In with the tubers, and
the natural conclusion is that the ma
chine is intended only for use on soil
that Is free from stones and not wet
or lumpy.
It ought to work to perfection on the
prairie lands of the central west, apd
If It should come Into general use the
probabilities are that the bulk of the
potatoes could be grown on these
smooth lands on a large scale at a
figure which could not possibly be met
by the small grower' in the east, who
must depend largely on hand labor. -

Under its new management
would announce to the
public

CEREALINE
%S> F E E D «*9

Have been GREATLY
REDUCED in all machine
work and supplies, and
that

EVERY EFFORT
Will be put forth to give
our patrons the best possi
ble service on a SMALL
MARGIN of PROFIT.

IT IS A NEW PLAN FOR LAYING BY

: Is/L O IS T ^ T S T :

CAN BE HAD OF

THAT PRICES

Hollyhock For the Hens.

—EE Y ou Can Do as = —
—= YOU

IN ’SMALL SUMS.

A. E. HOOD,
OAKS,

THE ALBERTSON

PA.

D ea ler In th e B est G rades o f

Trust and Safe Deposit Co,,

Lehigh an d S ch u ylk ill

- C

O

A

L

Cor. Main and Swede Sts.,

-

NORRISTOW N, PA.

AT BOTTOM PRICES.
FLOUR and FEED, GRAIN, FERTILIZ

Pays Interest on Deposits.

ERS, LIME, FIELD SEED, <%c.

SPECIAL ATTENTION We might write a book on the
Given to orders for all
kinds of plumbing and
pipe fitting. Promptness,
first - class material and
workmanship guaranteed.

H

IN THE APIARY.

T E A

M

S

T O

H

I R

E

At all hours. Passengers conveyed in hack
or carriage to any destination desired.
HORNE C L IP PIN G every weekday.
I® - Contracts for
heavy hauling taken.

moving goods and

ESP Carriages, harness, blankets, etc.,
for sale at reasonable prices.

Furniture

EVERY ORDER

Tonna, Healthy Bee. and Fall Stores
For the Winter,

Large or small, will be

HENRY YO ST, JR

F

or rent.

Farms and other property. I make
a specialty of renting and collecting. Have
some applicants for farms, etc. Prompt
attention. Lease free. Call on or ad
dress
R. P. BALDWIN,
Secretary of the Commonwealth.
27dec.
Collegeville, Pa.

Blacksmith and
Paint Departments

PATENTS

I

E. H. Grater, Proprietor.

Fresh From the Factories, now
on Exhibition at the

HSiT C O L L E G E V I L L E

Furniture Warerooms!
We are now prepared to offer
our cu stom ers goods a t prices
never before heard of.

Furnished and Repaired.
Get our prices before mak
ing your selections.
All kinds of ma
chinery repaired.

Like preparing bees for the honey
fully appreciated and must
season, preparations for the winter
should be commenced some two or
be filled to the entire
three months before the actual time for
satisfaction of the cus
packing the hives with chaff or placing
in the cellar, according to whichever
tomer.
method Is practiced, says a Missouri
correspondent of Farm, Field and Fire
side.
HAVING ASSUMED CHARGE OF THE
When we close the hives for the last THE ROBERTS MACHINE
time in the autumn, we should see that
the colonies are strong and have suffi
COMPANY,
cient stores to last them until nectar
can be gathered the following spring.
We should know also that they have a
C ollegeville, P a .
good prolific queen, and if she is of the 5-2.
current season’s rearing I consider her
I Invite all former patrons to continue their better than if older, though a queeD
patronage and earnestly solicit new ones to may be two years old without necessa
rily being inferior as to prolificness.
give me a trial.
Mr. G. M. Doolittle, that studious and
careful observer, states “that during
the busy season a worker bee will live
forty-five days.” He has also had bees
promptly procured, OS HOFEE. Sendmodel, «ketch, j
By a First-class Mechanic.
or photo for free report on patentability. Book “Howv
to live from Sept. 1 to July 4.
to ObtainU.S. and Foreign PatentsandTrade-Marks,’’9
As the queens usually quit laying
FREE. Fairest terms ever offered to inventors.(j
Continued and special attention to N ew
PATENT LAWYERS OF 26 YEARS' PRACTICE.P
some time in October and do not com
PATENTS PROCURED THROUGH THEM.
Carriage and Wagon W ork.
mence again until February In this 1. All20,000
business confidential. Sound advice. Faith!
latitude, It is evident that the bees that ) service. Moderate charges.
R ep airing in A ll Its B ranches.
^C. A. SNOW & CO.f
live over winter must attain considera
P A T E N T LA W Y E R S ,
ble age as compared with the life of a
worker during the working season.
< Opp. U. 8. Patent Office,
WASHINGTON, 0. C.)
As comparatively little brood Is rear- s c o c o c c c s s g g s c o c s s s s a jg s B g a

HORSESHOEING

Of the SEWING MACHINE, beginning with
the first crude inve tion of Elias Howe,
more than a half certury ago, and extend
ing up to the present production of the
WHEELER & WILSON M’F’G. CO.

WINDMILLS

CARRIAGE WORKS i

COLLEGEVILLE, PA.

EVOLUTION

PUMPS AND

—= Please = —

At Stroud’s Railrqad House*

E S

IN VARIETY.

T R A C E Y , the Hatter,

BOARDING STABLES

K

Company

Somebody says hens are as fond of
\K
hollyhock leaves as cats are of catnip.
We are Manufacturers and W holesalers..
In fact, it Is found that cats like the
hollyhock and will eat It as the fowls
SOFT HATS, 50c. to $2.50.
do. A writer In one of our exchanges
urges the planting of hollyhocks for
8TIFF HATS, $1.00 to $2.50.
chicken food and gives directions for
BOYS HATS and CAPS, 25c. and 50c. their cultivation. For a hedge row
there are few If any flowers more at
tractive or more suitable, but when
263 High St., Pottstown.
38 Main St., Norristown. used to feed the poultry the flowers, It
seems, must be sacrificed. We would
suggest that they be planted In quanti
ties sufficient both for ornament and
for hen food.
“I have been using hollyhock for
W e ll a n d d e c id e d ly b e t t e r th a n
poultry green fodder,” says a poul
try man, “for 20 years. I learned the
trick from a Hollander. I saw him
Can anywhere else by placing your orders with us. We defy competi feeding armfuls of the leaves to his
hens. Ever since that I have sowed
tion and our work will
hollyhocks regularly. The trouble is
very little. The plant Is a biennial—
that is to say, It requires two years to
come to blossom. In the first year it
you. Try us.
merely develops the root and lots of
Cemetery work in all its branches. No contract too large or too leaves
of large size on soft stems from
styall for us. All work guaranteed as represented. Finest stock and one to three feet high. These leaves
designs to select from.
are tender, and the hens relish them.”
T
Q a Y 7 T A T J P r o p r ie to r o f MARBLE W ORKS, —Farm, Field and Fireside.
. L i. D A I L U I l ,
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
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Baked by the Proprietor
himself,
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NORRISTOWN, PA.

“HelloI Where are you going?” cried
the lion as the fleet footed stag dashed
by him.
“Oh, I’m Just traveling for my health,”
panted the stag. “Why do yon afik?”
“My friend the tiger Invited me to
participate in a stag dinner party to
day, and I was wondering if you were
¡the party.”—Philadelphia Press.

PROPOSED TO THE CITIZENS OF
THIS COMMONWEALTH FOR THEIR AP
PROVAL OR REJECTION BY THE GEN
ERAL ASSEMBLY OF THE COMMON
WEALTH OFPENNSYLVANIAjPUBLISHED BY ORDER OF THE SECRETARY OF
THE COMMONWEALTH, IN PURSUANCE
OF ARTICLE XVIII OF THE CONSTITU
TION.
A JOINT RESODUTXON,
Proposing an amendment to the Constitution of
the Commonwealth.
Section 1. Be it resolved by the Senate and
House of Representatives of the Commonwealth
in General Assembly met, That the following is
proposed as amendments to the Constitution of
the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, in accord
ance with the provisions of the eighteenth arti
cle thereof.
Amendment One to Article Eight, Section
One.
Add a t the end of the first paragraph of said
section, after the words "shall be entitled to
vote a t all elections," the words “subject how
ever to such laws requiring and regulating the
registration of electors as the General Assembly
may enact," so that the said section shall read
vas follows:
Section 1. Qualifications of Electors Every
male citizens twenty-one years of age, possess
ing the following qualifications, shall be enti
tled to vote at all elections, subject however to
such laws requiring and regulating the registra
tion of electors as the General Assembly may
enact :
1. He shall have been a citizen of the United
States at least one month.
2. He shall have resided in the State one
year (or, having previously been a qualified
elector or native born citizen of the State, he
shall have removed therefrom and returned,
then six months,) immediately preceding the
election.
3. He shall have resided in the election dis
trict where he shall offer to vote at least two
months immediately preceding the election.
4. If twenty-two years of age and upwards,
he shall have paid within two years a State or
Oounty tax, which shall have been assessed at
least two months and paid a i least one month
before the election.
Amendment Two to Article Eight, Section
Seven.
Strike out from said section the wdrds “but no
elector shall be deprived of the privilege.of vot
ing by reason of his name not being registered,"
and add to said section the following words,
“but laws regulating and requiring the regis
tration of electors may be enacted 16 apply to
cities only, provided that such laws be uniform
for cities or the same class," so that the said
section shall read as follows :
Section 7. Uniformity* of Election Laws —All
laws regulating the holding of elections by the
’citizens or for the .registration of electors shall
be uniform throughout the State, but laws
regulating and requiring tho registration of
electors may be enacted to apply to cities only,
provided that such laws be uniform for cities of
the same class.
A true copy ofthe Joint Resolution.
W. W. GRIEST,
Secretary of the Commonwealth.
MENDMENY TO THE CONSTITUTION
PROPOSED TO THE CITIZENS OF
THIS COMMONWEALTH FOR THEIR AP
PROVAL OR REJECTION BY THE GEN
ERAL ASSEMBLY OF THE COMMON
WEALTH OF PENNSYLVANIA, PUB
LISHED BY ORDER OF THE SECRETARY
OP THE COMMONWEALTH IN PURSU
ANCE OF ARTICLE XVIII OF THE CON
STITUTION.
A JOINT RESOLUTION,
Proposing an amendment to the Constitution of
the Commonwealth.
Section 1. Be it enaoted by the Senate and
House of Rer resentatives of the Commonwealth
of Pennsylvania in Ge eral Assembly met, and
it is hereby enacted by the authority of the
same. That the following is proposed as an
amendment to the Constttutton of the Common
wealth of Pennsylvania, in accordance with the
provislon3*of the Eighteenth article thereof.
Amendment.
Strike out section four of article eight, and
insert in place thereof, as follows;
Secti n 4. All elections by the citizens shall
be by ballot or by such other method as may be
prescribed by law: Provided, That secrecy in
voting be preserved.
A true copy ofthe Joint Resolution.
W. W. GRIEST,

For a long time those who produce
large quantities of potatoes have felt
the need of a machine that would do
away with the hard and slow method
of hand digging and picking. An Im
plement which Is used to some extent

80 and 82 Main Street,
213 and 215 DeKalb Street,

J a n g le T alk .

Pliny the Great could see things in
front of his nose as well as afar off.
“I notice that the women rub the wash
ing in cold water,” he wrote one day.
“Let them heat the water, and the al
kali in the soap will be freed and take
far better effect.” And only after that
did women know bow to wash.

with one comer left out. On the in
side of this frame at the desired height
nail two heavier and longer pieces
for handles. A couple of S by 1 inch
boards, proper length and with one
end of each narrowed down to fit the
hands, will answer for the handle
pieces. On the bottom of the frame
nail lath or boards, letting the two
nearest to the center project about six
inches In front. These two should be
a little heavier than the others to pre
vent springing. Between the project
ing ends place a small wooden wheel
six or eight inches in diameter. This
wheel may be a circular piece cut from
a one or one and one-half ineb board
and have a light iron band fitted on to
keep It from splitting or be a wheel
from an old barrow or something simi
lar. A light wire spoke wheel from a
toy wagon is excellent for the purpose.
The axle on which the wheel revolves
Is attached to the under side of the
projecting pieces of the frame by a sta
ple driven over It Into each piece. The
two rear upright pieces of the frame
extend down level with the lower rim
of the wheel to act as feet. Put braces
across the front (as indicated by dotted
lines) to strengthen the frame and hold
in the straw. Other light strips may
be tacked on the sides of the frame to
serve the same purpose.
If the contrivance Is made of the
right material, It will combine strength
with lightness and be very durable. If
made only 2% by 3 by 4 feet, It will
hold a -considerable quantity of straw
and be found a time and labor saver.

THRASHING THE POTATOES

Catherine de’ Medici.

NORRISTOWN, PA.

FRANK W. SHALK0P,

S uccess::

WAS OUR OPENING LAST WEEK.

Marble and Granite.

Formerly of Royersford,

STBAW AND HAY BABROW.

E S T IM A T E S F U R N IS H E D ON A P P L IC A T IO N .

Catherine de’ Medici of France was
a tall, dignified woman of striking per
( C . H E N R Y FISHER’S OLD S T A N D .)
sonal appearance. Her manner was of
ten cold and repulsive, her language
Every facility for executing first- haughty. She was never popular or
class cemetery work. All designs, in well liked. Her features were regular,
and the Chief merit of her countenance
was a full black eye that seemed to
fascinate those on whom she looked.

H. E. Brandt, Proprietor,

-------

COLLEGEVILLE, PA.

Marble and Granite Works
N O R R IST O W N , P A .

- A .T

Culbert’s : Drug : Store,

No Rebate.

When Adelina Patti visited Madrid
one time In company with her husband,
Signor Nlcolinl, who thought himself a
n o w est n n sr st r e e t ,
tenor singer, there was an effort to en
NORRISTOWN, PA.
gage the noted artist for an especial
Its trust department has a large vault for occasion. The opera director asked:
“How much will you charge us If you
its exclusive use.
and your honored husband appear on
this occasion for one night?”
“Ten thousand francs, sir.”
“And how much If you come without
the signor, madame?”
“Ten thousand francs.”

B O T T L E .

Use DR. HESS’ PAN-A-CE-A for Diseases in Poultry.

Protects Better.

The Montpery Trust Company,

E

: 10 CENTS PER BOTTLE.

Reasons For a Divorce.

The Druses sometimes divorce their
wives for apparently the most trivial
causes. Thus a man named Solelman
Attala had a wife, Isbakyeh. The wo
man frequently worked for us, and on
several occasions I had to complain
that she talked too much and worked
too little. At length I was obliged to
teU Solelman that owing to his wife’s
laziness I could employ her no longer.
Shortly afterward I went to England.
On my return after a couple of
months’ absence I was surprised to
find that Solelman had divorced Isbak
yeh and had already married another
woman. On Inquiring from him the
cause of this he replied, “Your honor
told me that you would not employ my
wife again, so I thought I would get
rid of her and marry another woman
whom you would employ.”—Black
wood’s Magazine.

For Cape May—Weekdays, 8.30,8.45 a. m.,
§1.50, *4 10, |5 40 p. m, Sundays, 8.45, 9.15
a. m , 5.00 p. m.
For Ocean City—Weekdays, 8 45 a. m.,
f4 20, J5.40 p m. Sundays, 8 45, 9.15 a. m.,
5.00 p. m.
For Sea Isle City—Week lays, 8.45 a. m.
f4 20, $5 40 p. ra, Sundays, 8.45 a. m ,5.00
Coaling: a British Visitor.
p. m. $1 00 Excursion to Cape May, Ocean
A big British battleship coming here
City and Sea Isle City, Sundays, 7.30 a. rm
*8out.h St., 4 00 p m., fSouth St , 4.15 p. to attend a patriotic function of some
ra, J South St., 5.30 p. ra., §South St., 1.45 kind on the invitation of our govern
p. m.
ment ran short of coal, and Uncle Sam,
New York and Atlantic City Express,
leaves New York (Liberty Street) 9.40 a. m. as host, agreed to All her bunkers free
of charge. This courtesy was done
(Saturdays only 1 00 p. m ) 3.40 p. m.
Leave Atlantic Citv—Weekdays—8.30 a m. through the medium of a Jersey City
2 15 p in. Sunday—5.30 p. m.
merchant, who supplied fine furnace
Detailed time tables at ticket offices.
coal, worth from $6 to $7 a ton and
W. G. BESLER, EDSON J. WEEKS,
presented his bill to the English cap
Gen’l 'Superintendent.
Gen’l Pass. Agent. tain. “Send it to the navy depart

Orders promptly filled. You will
save from 5 to 10 per cent, in mak
ing your selections at the WEST
END MARBLE WORKS.

P E

ed In February and March it will be
seen that it Is not until, April or May
that the young bees are able to take the
place to any considerable extent of the
old bees that have gone through the
winter.
Therefore the bees that go tnrougn
the winter, we may say, must live on
an average to the age of six months.
HANDLING STRAW.
From this it must be evident to all that
Row to Make a Light Barrow For If we start into winter with young,
Moving Small Quantities.
healthy bees our chances of wintering
When straw is stacked outside the them successfully are far greater than
barn and some of it Is wanted in the if we should commence the winter with
stable for feeding or bedding pur old bees whose lives have already been
poses, the usual plan is to carry In a partly exhausted.
little at a time on a fork or in a rope
or strap sling. This in the use of a
Mannrina Land For Strawberries.
fork is anything but a speedy opera
The use of well rotted manure plowed
tion, next to Impossible on a windy under when preparing the land for
day and with a sling a very unpleas plants gives the best of results In many
ant Job in cold weather, as an Ohio cases. Especially is this the case when
Farmer contributor remarks. He there a dry growing season occurs, the plants
fore suggests and sketches an easily being able at once to obtain available
and cheaply made contrivance to facil plant food and growing without a
itate moving the straw, which may check and making runners early In the
also be useful for transporting small season. In many soils the manure adds
quantities of hay from place to place.
the needed humus.
Procure first some light laths, say
Green or half rotteu manure is more
three-fourths by two Inches, and make often an Injury than a benefit because
an almost square frame, using eleven of the many weed seeds it contains.
of the lath pieces as If making a box Many strawberry beds are practically
ruined by the weeds Introduced by the
use of such manure.
Perhaps the better method of using
manure is to apply it rather heavily to
the crop grown on the land the year
before strawberries are planted, follow
ing that crop with a cover crop to be
turned under In the spring before set
ting plants.—Professor L. H. Bailey.

THE NEW AUTOMATIC

BALL BEARING,

Our line of Chamber Suits, at prices rang
ing from $12 to $50, are the best In the
market, and are well worth Inspection.
Parlor Suits in Hair Cloth, Brocatelle and
Silk Tapestry, from $15 to $50, are hard to
be equalled.
Sideboards, from $8.50 to $80, In 8olid
Oak, fancy tops and plate glasses, are the
finest.
Dining Room Chairs, Fancy Rockers,.
Lounges, Concher, Hall Racks and Fancy
Book CaBes, that cannot fail to attract your
attention, both In quality and price.
We carry a full line of Rugs, Carpet.
8weepers, Toilet Sets, Fancy Lamps, Dinner
and Tea Sets.
Bed Springs, Mattresses, Pillows, Bolsters,,
Feathers, and Bedding of all kinds.
Our line of Carpets is complete. Best'
Inrgain at 50 cents ; good at 40 cents ; fall.'
at 32 cents.
Picture Frames made to order.
Window 8hades of all kinds. We are sell
ing a good Spring Roller Shade at 25 cents.
Make your selections early, while stock Is
complete.
Repairing and upholstering attended tc
promptly.
A11 goods delivered tree.

UNTO- 0 .

There would be nine interesting chapters,
regarding the advancement and Improvement
In the FAMILY SEWING MACHINE.
Through all these changes from the No. 1
and No. 2 (whl h now seem so awkward
with the work running sidewise) we have
maintained the ORIGINAL PRINCIPLE,

The Rotary Motion,

■ FURNISHING ■

(NO SHUTTLE) and with the addition of
the BALL BEARINGS have now the most
perfect and fastest running machine in the
world.
Up to-date styles of cabinet work.
We frequently have customers tell us they
Orders entrusted to my charge will receivehave used one of our SEWING MACHINES
for 25 or 30 years. What better recommend I the most careful and painstaking attention

Undertaker ** Embalmer
John L. B ech tel,

Mr&IUnMainfactnmirCo.
1312 C H E S T N U T S T R E E T ,
PHILADELPHIA, PA.
Opposite Wanamaker’s.

For Sale by G. W. YOST,
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
K Postera P rin ted or
r In depend en t Office.
GET thYO?

COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
’P e o n e

No. 18.

O R R IST O W N H E R A L D BOOK
B IN D E R Y . Binding, Job Rullngr
Perforating, Paging, Numbering, Blank
Books for Banks and Business Houses, given
special attention. Magazines bonnd and and
repairing done quickly and cheaply. Esti
mates cheerfully furnished.’ Address,

N'

MORGAN R. WILLS, Proprietor«

